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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to explore the possibilities of using auditory stimulation in

order to raise somatic awareness of horse riders while riding using Somaesthetic Appreciation

Design as a method. In research of Somaesthetics and horse-human relations, a gap in

Somaesthetics is being questioned, and a new dimension is suggested. Somaesthetics in the

design of technology often surround the self of a user, and Somaesthetics as described by

Shusterman is focused on self development, but many of our experiences are in union to other

beings. The suggestion of a new dimension is called Centaur Somaesthetics, and it focuses on

the relation and communication between two somas in order to understand and improve

oneself.

One example of an experience where the self is dependent to another being is within

equestrianism, where the rider is dependent on the horse. Riders, as well as their horses, use

their bodies to communicate while riding, meaning that being aware of one's body as a tool

for communication is crucial. When horse and rider find harmony within teamwork, the rider

may experience a centaur feeling of being one with the horse. This centaur feeling relies on

the rider's ability to support and direct the horse, but to do this we need to understand the

horse. One of the basics in equestrianism is rhythm and tempo, where a correct rhythm and a

consistent tempo in all gaits is desirable as it is a sign of good communication and a

well-educated horse. By applying the Somaesthetics principle of raising somatic awareness to

understand and improve oneself - this study has explored the possibilities of using audio in

combination with the self-tracking application Equilab, using their technology of tracking

motion data to determine rhythm and tempo. This has resulted in the concept of using

rhythm-adaptive and tempo-flexible music to support the riders to be more aware of their

bodies as a tool for communication. The music will present a correct rhythm of the ridden

gait as well as it is being played at a consistent tempo of the horse’s natural tempi.

While testing a design of the concept called Hear the Centaur, the conclusion of the music

having great signs of a heightened somatic awareness was established. No objective data of a

more consistent tempo or a more correct rhythm was found, but all riders who participated in

the study articulated that they found a great support in the music. All riders found support in

the area that they were currently struggling with, and all riders mentioned that the music

helped them with their communication to their horse.

Keywords:
Equestrianism, Equilab, Self-tracking, Somaesthetics, Somaesthetic Appreciation Design.



To my daughter.

I feel privileged for what I have seen,
for love and sorrow brings the flowering of a queen.



Preface

Horses are a personal passion of mine. I started riding when I was 7 years old, and now I am 26

years and still an active equestrian. This journey of questioning and reflecting over the relationship in

an equipage started four years ago (2017), when I bought a four-year-old gelding. My dream was to

break him in all by myself and to have a horse that is molded to me as a rider. I already had an older

gelding who I had owned for 12 years and who was perfect - but I got bored with perfection, and I

wanted a challenge. My older gelding was truly molded to me, or so I thought. He would do anything

without me even giving him a cue, it was like he already knew. We were one.

The progress with my new, young gelding was slow. A precious thing in all ways and like a darling

dog to handle, but we did not really get along. He didn’t get me at all. He was sensitive, and I had not

realized how numb I was. How disconnected I was, as I was not able to use my body as a tool to

communicate.

I found help in Norah Kohle, a riding teacher who focuses a lot on communication between horse

and rider. She has helped me in periods between 2017-2021, and I quickly learned to realize that my

dream of having a horse that is molded to me is unrealistic. My old gelding was never molded to me,

we were molded to each other - and that is what I should aim for with my young gelding too. Norah

made me more somatic aware of how my body may interfere or support my horse. How my pelvis

was tilted forward, closing the space for him to go forward. How my hands moved in the direction of

my will rather than with the rhythm of his body. How my muscles in my groin worked against the

movement of his shoulders. Harmony in us as an equipage started to appear as I learned to give, take

and make space using my body as a tool for communication.

We still have our days when he won’t budge and our communication is terrible, but that is now his

way of telling me that he needs me to back off - and so I do.

I cannot hide that this was my first inquiry as I started this journey. This highly personal desire of

wanting to nurture my relationship to my horse, to get more somatic aware and to get more of these

harmonic “us against the world” moments. This autobiographical inquiry of my personal experiences

as a horse rider is also what brought me to question a gap in Somaesthetics.
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1   Introduction

1.1 Problematization

The Somaesthetics way is to see the body and mind as a unit - a soma. By raising

awareness of ourselves through somatic experiences of understanding and improving our

soma, we may engage in the art of living a better life (Shusterman, 1999). The act of

understanding and improving oneself by raising our bodily awareness is something that is also

mentioned within another field - self-tracking. By translating one's activities and experiences

into readable data, we get insights into the patterns of the self (p. 309 Trace & Zhang, 2019)

(see figure 1).

The use of self-tracking has been argued to not provide the user with more subjective ways

of understanding oneself, but the data is often used in conjunction with their own assessment

in order to gain awareness (Mopas & Huybregts, 2020). Becoming more bodily aware is

stated as one of the benefits one can experience from self-tracking, and this awareness helps

people to manage aspects that they feel are problematic - including both mind and physical

body (Lupton, 2019). The embodied learning we may gain from tracking ourselves could be

seen as an effect from being led by someone, or more correct something, with more

knowledge. By guiding, mentoring and sharing insights with the user based on the data that

has been collected, the user gains knowledge in order to raise their own awareness (Lupton &

Maslen, 2018).

This study will lean on and further the technology behind the self-tracking application

Equilab. It is a self-tracking application for horse riders that is focused on equestrianism. By

self-tracking yourself while riding, you do not just gain awareness of yourself but rather of

the equipage consisting of you and your horse. Equilab provides information such as ridden

tracks, gaits, tempo, turns etc., all of which the rider is able to read and reflect on after a

session of riding (Equestrian Insights, 2021) (see figure 1).

Humans have started to change their way of engaging in relationships with animals, and

the centaur metaphor now stands for humans will of changing based on empathy and respect

towards the other being. In the horse-human relation, the feeling of becoming one or

becoming a centaur is reachable through harmony within teamwork between the horse and

rider (Kroll, 2019). One example is Kristina Höök (2010) and her somatic experience of

riding, where the feeling of being one with the horse is used to define the ultimate somatic
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communication between a horse and a rider. Höök mentions the act of forgetting about

yourself, your soma, and creating a new unit within the relation of two agents. A combined

soma, or as Höök calls it - a centaur. By forgetting oneself, horse riders enter a state that may

provide them support in their imaginative movements and ultimately support them in

becoming a better horse rider (Game, 2001).

Somaesthetics is on the rise within design of technology (Shusterman, 2014), but there is a

lack of research that has articulated the theory into practice. Somaesthetic Appreciation

design by Höök et al. (2016) is a strong concept that aims to articulate the theory of

Somaesthetics into the design of technology. It aims to serve a generative role in designing

interactions to make the user turn their focus to their soma by gentle guidance (see figure 1).

Höök et al. (2016) has created two designs to explore this strong concept - The Soma Carpet

and The Breathing Light. The Soma Carpets use heat to guide the user towards somatic

awareness while listening to a recorded Feldenkrais-session, and The Breathing Light use a

dimmed light which follows the rhythm of the user’s breath to guide the user to turn their

attention inwards. Other Somaesthetic Appreciation designs are the Slow Floor (Feltham et

al., 2013), Azalea (Mare et al., 2020) and The Sarka mat (Bergström & Jonsson, 2016) - all of

which use auditory stimulation in combination with a user’s tactile feel of things such as;

pressure, weight, motion or by simply providing a graspable object.

Somaesthetic Appreciation design has not yet been applied to a self-tracking application

and as stated before, a self-tracking application for horse riders will not just provide

information of the user but rather of the equipage. While horse riding, the rider actually needs

to forget the self and feel the combination of bodies - the centaur (Kroll, 2019, Höök, 2010;

Game, 2001). There is a big gap in research of combining somas in Somaesthetics. Focusing

further on Somaesthetics in design of technology, the combination and relation between

somas has not yet been designed for as Somaesthetics in design of technology often surround

the self of a user (Delfa et al., 2020; Wu, Liao & Zhao, 2020; Höök et al., 2016; Bergström &

Jonsson, 2016; Feltham et al., 2013).

One of the defining qualities of Somaesthetic Appreciation Design is the intimate

correspondence based on the body rhythm, meaning that the design should feel like an

extension of the body (Höök et al., 2016). Rhythm is often mentioned within the equestrian

community. For two examples; in dressage a good rhythm is considered the first part of the
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six-part FEI training scale (Equestrian Australia, 2014) and in Icelandic horse riding, a good

rhythm is considered a necessity in all gaits in order to collect points for a “good

performance” (a score above 7 in 0-10 scale) (FEIF, 2020). In the FEI training scale, rhythm

is defined as the regularity of a correct sequence of footfall creating a specific beat (2-beat,

3-beat or 4-beat), while tempo is defined as the speed of the rhythm (Equestrian Australia,

2014). In the USDF Directory in the Glossary of Judging Terms (2018) rhythm is also defined

as the regularity of a beat related to a specific gait, but the rhythm should be expressed in a

“suitable and consistent tempo” (p. 8). To clarify, a good rhythm and a consistent tempo is

desirable within the equestrian community.

Another community where rhythm plays a big part is within music and dancing, which has

been argued to have been evolved in correlation (Cross, 2006). Music makes us move

(eBurger, 2013) and it supports our sensorimotor synchronization. This means that music help

our coordination of movement to an external rhythm (Johnson et al, 2020). Research has

shown that horses do not engage, by themselves, in tempo-flexible rhythmic synchronization

(Fitzroy et al., 2018), but as the rider should direct and adjust the horse to a specific

movement (Chamberlain, 2019) it is still possible that an equipage would be affected from a

musical beat due to rhythmic- and tempo-based cues from the rider (Fitzroy et al., 2018;

Bregman et al., 2012)

But the rhythm is different for all gaits, and the tempo of a horse has natural variability

(Bregman et al., 2012) while still being flexible with the direction of a rider (Chamberlain,

2019). Multisensory presentation, meaning that information is presented with more than one

sense (tactile feel and audio, or visual sense and taste for example), has shown to encourage

learning and speed up the responses to redundant information (Robinson et al., 2020). An

external musical beat that is not synchronized to the current gait (rhythm) and tempo of the

equipage could affect the rider's communication to the horse as the multisensory experience

could have the sensory inputs fight for modality dominance (Sandhu & Dyson, 2012) (see

figure 1). A problem similar to modality dominance has shown in the Somaesthetic

Appreciation design “Breathing Light” where a light follows the rhythm of a user’s breath

where the importance of synchronization were made clear in the intimate correspondence.

Several users experienced that the light sometimes misinterpreted movements and would not

synchronize with their breath, resulting in the light being an external disturbance rather than

an extension of their body (Höök et al., 2016).
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1.2 Purpose of the study

The purpose of this study is to explore the possibilities to use auditory stimulation to raise

the somatic awareness of horse riders while riding. This includes a careful questioning of the

lack of research in combining somas in Somaesthetics in order to suggest a new dimension of

Centaur Somaesthetics, and ultimately creating a new Somaesthetic Appreciation design

called Hear the Centaur (see figure 1). Through multisensory integration of the rhythm and

tempo based on the internal tactile feel of the horse rider with an external auditory stimulation

which will follow the horse, the design will act as an extension of the centaur. In the design

process of creating the auditory stimulation of the design, I will use myself and my

experience as an equestrian as an asset. The design will also be tested against potential users

and measured, analyzed and discussed against a research background to validate a result.

Figure 1: Thesis map. The gray boxes are research fields (except Equilab which is a mobile application). The

light gray boxes are my contributing research. The solid lines show a direct relation between two fields, meaning

that the two fields are integrated in one or more ways. The dotted lines between two fields show that there is an

indirect relation, meaning that there are parts in each field that show similarity to each other.
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1.3 Research question

The research question that will lead this study is as follows: How can audio be designed to

raise the somatic awareness of horse riders while riding?

1.4 Limitations

Given the fact that the study will be based on an existing application, the design will be

limited to having the result fit within the frames of Equilab. This includes that the design will

be grounded in already existing functions, such as the application's ability to measure a

specific tempo (beats per minute) and gait (rhythm). It is also limited to not handling pace as

a gait, as Equilab is not able to register this gait at the moment  (Equestrian Insights, 2021).

Another limitation is that the design will be focused on handling just one rider, not

focusing on sessions where multiple riders are riding at the same time. The study is also

limited to creating a design that will provide auditory stimulation while riding in a closed

arena, due to the fact that there will be testing that demands manual adaptation of the

technology.

1.5 Definitions

Self-tracking = To track oneself, either manually or by using specific self-tracking devices

or applications (see chapter 2.2).

Equilab = A self-tracking application for horse-riders.

Equestrianism = The sport of horse riding (see chapter 2.1.1 and chapter 2.3.1).

Somaesthetics = An interdisciplinary field. Somaesthetics is about seeing the body and

mind as a unit - a soma. By doing this we may raise our awareness in order to understand and

improve oneself (see chapter 2.1).

Somaesthetic Appreciation Design = A strong concept of designing for the user to face

inwards by Höök et al. (2016). The strong concept is a way to bring the Somaesthetics theory

to somaesthetically inspired design. Somaesthetic Appreciation Design is used both as a

method (see chapter 3.1.1) and as background (see chapter 2.1.2) in this thesis.

Rhythm & Tempo = Rhythm is another word for beat. Tempo is the speed of the rhythm,

also defined as beat per minute (bpm) (see chapter 2.3).

Multisensory presentation = Presenting information to two or more senses (see chapter

2.4).
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Multisensory Integration = The integration of senses to unify information processing (see

chapter 2.4).

Superadditivity = In the context of multisensory presentation, Superadditivity is when the

multisensory whole is bigger than its unisensory parts (see chapter 2.4).

Modality Dominance = When the integration of senses fails in multisensorial presentation,

one of the senses dominates the information process (see chapter 2.4.1.1).
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2   Background

2.1 Somaesthetics

The term Somaesthetics was grounded by Richard Shusterman as a way of bringing the

philosophical stance on aesthetics closer to the original role of philosophy as an art of living,

by embracing the experience of one’s ‘soma’ as a crucial role in an aesthetic experience.

Shusterman argues for aesthetics to have multiple meanings, but in the Somaesthetic stance

aesthetic is the sensory perception and beauty of experiencing oneself from within

(Shusterman, 1999). The mind is often being separated from the body, but the Somaesthetics

approach is to see the body and mind as a unit. Because of this, Shusterman chooses the term

‘soma’ - the Greek word for body, as a way of unitizing the body and the mind and to avoid

any problematic associations with the body being a ‘lifeless, mindless thing’ (Shusterman,

2011 & Shusterman, 2009). The word ‘Somaesthetics’ is derived from the word ‘sōma’

(soma) joined together with the word ‘aesthetic’ (Moore, 2004).

Somaesthetics, though being grounded in philosophy, is now considered to be an

interdisciplinary field where theory and practice are working together to nurture each other in

creating somatic, i.e. bodily, understanding and improvement (Shusterman, 2014). The core

concept of Somaesthetics is having the soma as a central piece of our experience by raising

somatic awareness (Shusterman, 2009). This may be by improving our understanding of our

somatic experience, or enhancing the quality of our somatic experience (Shusterman, 2014).

By raising our awareness, we may engage in the art of living a better life (Shusterman, 1999).

Shusterman has divided Somaesthetics (as seen in figure 2) into having three branches -

analytic, pragmatic and practical and along these argue for three dimensions -

representational, experiential and performative (Shusterman, 1999; Shusterman, 2014):

The branches of Somaesthetics:

- Analytic Somaesthetics: is the most theoretically focused branch. It is defined by the

devotion of explaining “the nature of our bodily perceptions and practices and their

function in our knowledge and construction of the world” (p. 304, 1999).

- Pragmatic Somaesthetics: has a more prescriptive character and often furthers the

analytic branch by “proposing specific methods of somatic improvement or engaging

in their comparison, explanation, and critique” (p. 304, 1999)
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- Practical Somaesthetics: differs from the two other branches as it focuses on the

somatic practices - the feeling and doing of actual body work.

The dimensions of Somaesthetics:

- Representational: is focusing on the external body, the appearance of the surface.

Cosmetics is considered a part of representational somaesthetics. Most somatic

practices are combining representational and experiential somatic care. Just as

cosmetics is an external care focusing on the surface of the body, it can just as well

give us an internal effect of feeling better.

- Experiential: has a more internal focus with the aim of making us feel better within.

Yoga is considered to be an experiential act of somatic care, but it could also be

argued to be a combination as it could affect our external view of the body’s surface.

- Performative: is a dimension that focuses on disciplines where the act of improving

the body through practical practices is in focus. There seems to be a gap in further

exploration within this dimension, as Shusterman chooses to describe the dimension in

words such as “could be distinguished” and “could be called” (n.p 2014).

Shusterman also suggests that if this discipline focuses on either the internal or

external body, it could be associated or joint with either the representational or

experiential dimension (Shusterman, 1999; Shusterman, 2014).

Figure 2: Branches and dimensions of Somaesthetics designed by Richard Shusterman and Hyijin Lee.

(n.p Shusterman, 2014)
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2.1.1 The Centaur of the Horse-Human relationship

In research of the horse-human relation we will find the concept of being more, and

through harmony within teamwork between the two beings - a feeling of becoming one is

often mentioned (Kroll, 2019; Höök, 2010; Game, 2001; Smith, 2015). Höök describes this as

a feeling of true sympathy where she, as a horse rider, has to forget the own human self and

recognize the horse as another being to create a combined soma - a centaur:

“You have to recognize the otherness and difference in the horse and create a

lived experience together. You have to forget about your own human self and

instead create a centaur self - consisting of two agents acting together.”

- Höök 2010, p. 8

A similar analysis has been made by the researcher Ann Game (2001). If a rider is asked to

think of a specific gait, the rider is not really asked to think of the gait but to feel and imagine

the gait being ridden. Game describes a feeling of being more than the human body, but being

a human body with “horsey limbs”. Or as Stephen Smith (p. 41, 2015) phrases it “The art of

riding imagines the human-horse relation in the image of the centaur”.

The word centaur seems to be a recurring term in research of the horse-human relation

(Höök 2010; Game, 2001; Smith, 2015), and though the word originates from the mythical

creature of a combined horse-human - the word has started to change meaning. The centaur

metaphor now stands for the engagement we see in humans in their relations to animals. The

humans have a will, based on respect and empathy towards other beings, to change oneself in

order to favor the relationship (Kroll, 2019). In other words: the centaur is no longer a static

being, but the result of a human changing her way to favor the relationship between two to

come together and become one.

2.1.2 Somaesthetics in HCI

One of the most notable areas where Somaesthetics has come to a rise is with the design of

technology (Shusterman, 2014). The concept of driving motivation by improving the quality

of life is increasing its influence within the HCI community (Delfa et al., 2020) and

particularly in the design of technology for and/or about our bodies. Höök et a.l (2016)

describes the Somaesthetic theory and its place within the design of technology as a
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foundation for designing technology that can achieve aesthetics and user experiences in

symphony with the user becoming more sensitive to and extending the experience of oneself:

“Especially as a route to achieve aesthetics and user experiences rhyming

with and allowing us to become more sensitive to and even extend on the

pleasures and displeasures, beats, rhythms, and richness’s of the living body

- our human condition”

- Höök et al. 2016, p. 1

In order to bring the Somaesthetic theory to somaesthetically inspired design, Höök et al.

(2016) has developed a strong concept (see description of strong concept in chapter 2.1.2.1)

of designing with the user’s somatic appreciation in focus. By using their own

autobiographical design inquiry with their experience in the Feldenkrais-method to create two

new applications for body awareness, inviting others to test these applications and lastly

bringing out and pinning down what characterize this strong concept, Höök et al. has invented

Somaesthetic Appreciation as a strong concept for designing for body awareness. By subtle

guidance, Somaesthetic Appreciation designs makes the user turn their attention inwards and

appreciate the living body by sensitizing their somatic awareness.

The two applications that Höök et al. has developed for the exploration of Somaesthetic

Appreciation as a strong concept is The Soma Carpet and The Breathing Light (see figure 3).

The Soma Carpet is a carpet that directs the user’s attention by using heat to guide the user

through instructions of a pre-recorded Feldenkrais session. The user lies on the carpet and as

the instructions guide the user to specific feelings throughout their body, The Soma Carpet

helps the user direct their attention by heating up that specific body part. The Breathing Light

is an enclosed space consisting of fabric and string curtains, that follows the user's rhythm of

breath by translating the motion to a lamp with an ambient light that will dim in symphony.

By laying underneath The Breathing Light, the user should feel “enclosed and taken care of”

(p. 4 Höök et al., 2016).

Somaesthetic Appreciation Design will later guide the design exploration of this study, see

chapter 3.3 Somaesthetic Appreciation Design.
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Figure 3: The Soma Carpet and The Breathing Light (Höök et al., 2016)

2.1.2.1 Strong concept

Somaesthetic Appreciation is a strong concept (Höök et al., 2016), meaning that it is

located in the middle-territory that fits between the specifics, or ultimate particulars as Nelson

and Stolterman would say (2012), and the abstract theories. Höök and Löwgren call this

middle-territory “intermediate-level knowledge”. Strong concept is one of many

intermediate-level knowledge forms, other examples include patterns, guidelines, methods

and tools (Höök & Löwgren, 2012).

What makes a strong concept differ from all the others is the fact that a strong concept is a

generative design element that is abstracted beyond the specifics, but it holds the potential to

promote designers and researchers to create specifics. At the same time, a strong concept is

more specific than a theory as it holds no promise of a universal use. Höök and Löwgren

(2012) explains the fine line of abstract and specificity of a design element using the

application Angry Birds. The interface of Angry Birds is specific, it is meant for the mere use

of playing that game. The slingshot that is used to interact with the interface is a more abstract

element, as it is possible to isolate the slingshot to be applicable in a number of more

applications, but is not abstract enough to work in all interactions.

2.2 Self-tracking

Self-tracking is the annotation of life. It can be in the manual form of simply writing down

and keeping notes of parts of oneself, or in the automatic form of using technology to track

one’s way of living and being (Ayobi et al., 2018). The latter form, self-tracking devices, are

seen as hybrids of the physical and the digital world. They are aiming to reject the separation

of mind and body as well as the inner mind and the outside world (Dijk, 2018). A reason why
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people use self-tracking devices is to get insights into the patterns of the self (p. 309, Trace &

Zhang, 2019) and to obtain “self-knowledge” (Li, Dey & Forlizzi, 2010), something that can

be used for self-reflection in order to become more aware of themselves (Li, Dey & Forlizzi,

2011).

Self-tracking is often used by people to track physical health, but the act of improving and

understanding oneself is not necessarily related to one’s physical health. The somatic

awareness that is the result of self-tracking can be used to manage aspects of oneself that one

might experience as problematic. This includes both physical and mental health aspects

(Lupton, 2019).

An argument for “more-than-human sensorium”, meaning that the users gain awareness in

a way that reaches beyond the human capabilities, speaks for the embodied learning through

self-tracking. After years of tracking calories, a participant of a study has now changed her

perception of food. She no longer sees food on the plate, but she sees calories and counts

these with her eyes. Another participant has reported the ability of estimating the amount she

needed to move in order to reach a specific step count (Lupton & Maslen, 2018).

There is a gap in research of Somaesthetics and its possibilities for being applied in

hybrids such as self-trackers in order to provide the user with the possibilities to gain more

awareness and the opportunity to understand and better oneself. A reason for that may be the

conflict on whether to call self-trackers an embodied element or a hindering of the experience

of oneself. The tracking of data and presenting through symbols that need to be processed by

a mind may make us see the body as an objective, which takes away the experience of the

living body that would include the body and mind as a unit. But things tend to become

incorporated over time as being a part of us and our habits and thus the self-tracker could be

seen as an extension of a body and therefore being an embodied element (Dijk, 2018). Mopas

and Huybregts describes the purpose of using self-trackers as “just another way to sense

themselves and their spatial movements” (p.36 Mopas & Huybregts, 2020).

Self-tracking has also been argued to not simply give or provide subjective ways of

understanding and improving oneself, but the result of self-tracking is used in conjunction

with the tracker’s own assessment (Mopas & Huybregts, 2020).

But the technology of self-tracking is often built around the separation of data - heart rate,

daily steps, calorie intake etc. This separation may make it difficult for people to get a holistic
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view of themselves in order to gain “true” bodily awareness. The Somaesthetics way to unify

our mind and physical body in a way to improve our soma would include not just a holistic

view of our physical body, but also our mind (Wu, Liao & Zhao, 2020).

2.3 Rhythm and Tempo in Equestrianism

Although rhythm is often mentioned in the horse riding community, there seems to be a

division in how to define rhythm. For example in the FEIF Sport Judges Guidelines (2020)

for Icelandic horse competition they first refer to the beat as the rhythm; “The horse should

go in an even four-beat rhythm” (p. 3), while the actual judging scale refers to the rhythm as

something else than just a good beat; “Good beat, balance and rhythm” (p. 3, 2020). The

difference between a “good beat” and a “good rhythm” is not defined in the guidelines, but a

good rhythm is necessary to collect points for a “good performance” (a score above 7 in a

0-10 scale). In the training scale provided by the Fédération Equestre Internationale (FEI),

rhythm is defined as the regularity of a correct sequence of footfall that creates a specific beat

related to the different gaits of a horse (see chapter 2.3.1.2 Rhythm of the gaits). Tempo is

defined as the speed of the rhythm (Equestrian Australia, 2014). A faster tempo does not

necessarily mean a faster gait, but simply defines how many beats the equipage does in a time

span (bpm). In the USDF Directory in the Glossary of Judging Terms (2018) they use the

same definitions of rhythm and tempo, but they also put value in how the rhythm should be

expressed in a “suitable and consistent tempo” (p. 8)

In further exploration, the rhythm will therefore be defined as the beat of an equipage and

the tempo is defined as the number of beats per minute (bpm).

A good rhythm and consistent tempo is something to strive for in the objective view of

horse riding as a competitive sport (FEIF, 2020; Equestrian Australia, 2014; USDF, 2018). A

good rhythm might also affect our feeling while riding, as horse riding is often described as a

sort of dancing (Chamberlain, 2019; Smith, 2015; Ford, 2013) and both horse riding and

dancing share rhythm as one of the central elements (Ford, 2013). Rhythm is something that

most humans have an almost automatic feeling for (Tal et al., 2017) and horses have been

argued to also have a natural sense of rhythm (Chamberlain, 2019). But the horse does not

have a given rhythm whilst being ridden as the natural rhythm is interfered by a rider, setting

the horse out of its balance and forcing the equipage to yet again find the rhythm together

(Chamberlain, 2019; Game, 2001).
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It has also been proven that horses do not synchronize their movements to different

musical tempi (Fitzroy et al., 2018), but a horse rider or a horse handler might be influenced

by a musical beat, giving the horse rhythmic or tempo-based cues referring to the Clever Hans

effect (Bregman et al., 2012). The Clever Hans effect originates from the early 20th century,

when the horse Clever Hans performed intellectual tasks, baffling the audience with his

intelligence in tasks such giving the correct answer to mathematical questions. The horse was

later investigated to reveal that he was not actually performing these tasks, but just acting on

cues of his trainers or his audience. Clever Hans was a very intelligent horse, but not in the

way that it seemed - he was excellent at reading human body languages to obtain a reward.

His trainers were not aware of this, making them believe that Clever Hans really did perform

intellectual tasks on his own (De Sio & Marazia, 2014; Samhita & Gross, 2013).

While horse riding and dancing share rhythm as one of the central elements (Ford, 2013),

the way we sense rhythm differs. In horse riding the rider often depends on the internal and

tactile feel of the rhythm (Game, 2001). As Ann Game describes it:

“On the part of the rider, entraining with the rhythm takes skill and

awareness, and an ability to surrender to it, which can then help establish it

in the horse. This involves imagining the rhythm, feeling it in our bodies,

taking it up in relation with the horse, riding into the rhythm. There is an

unmistakable moment in the process of finding-creating the rhythm when ‘it

comes together’. … In that moment I am with the horse.”

- Game 2001, p. 8

In dancing the rhythm is often external, having the dancers use their auditory sense to

synchronize their bodies and express to a musical beat. Music and dance is argued to have

evolved in correlation (Cross, 2006), and as eBurger et al. (2013) phrases it: “Music makes us

move” (p. 1). Music supports our sensorimotor synchronization, our coordination of

movement based on external rhythmic stimuli (Johnson et al., 2020), but it also has a

rewarding and pleasurable nature to humans. It could also be a useful tool for social bonding

“with regard to the capacity of music to facilitate the emergence of trust, sympathy, as well as

compassion” (Koelsch p. 6, 2020).
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2.3.1. Rhythm of the gaits

Horses have a natural variability in tempi (Bregman et al., 2012) meaning that there is no

such thing as a “correct” tempo in the means of bpm. But the gaits themselves share a

common rhythm amongst all horses, a sequence of footfall that defines a gait and is used to

determine a correct rhythm (Bragança et al., 2020; Kristjánsson et al., 2014). This study will

include four gaits - walk, trot, canter and tolt. All horses have at least three gaits (walk, trot

and canter) while some also have a fourth or fifth gait (tolt and pace). Equilab does not

register pace, and therefore this gait is not a part of this study.

Walk

A four-beat gait with eight phases and no suspension (suspension is a moment with no

hoofs touching the ground), making it a very smooth gait to ride (see figure 4). Rhythmic

faults in walk are usually pacey or trotty walk, both include having the four-beat go towards a

two-beat. Pacey walk means that the ipsilateral legs (both left legs or both right legs) are

starting to move forward in a synchronized motion. Trotty walk means that the diagonal legs

(left front and right back or vice versa) are starting to synchronize (Kristjánsson et al., 2014).

Figure 4: Tölt in the Box (Behrens). Walk. Image used with permission of the artist Pétur Behrens.

Trot

A two-beat gait with four phases (see figure 5, image (1)-(2/3)-(4/5)-(6/7) below show the

different phases). It is a gait with diagonal leg movement and two moments of suspension. A

common rhythmic fault in trot is having it be four-beated, meaning that the diagonal legs are

not fully synchronized. The beat can also be irregular, going towards a three-beat, with one

diagonal leg pair synchronized and the other one not (Kristjánsson et al., 2014).
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Figure 5: Tölt in the Box (Behrens). Trot. Image used with permission of the artist Pétur Behrens.

Canter

A three-beat gait with six phases and a moment of suspension (see figure 6). It is an

asymmetrical gait, meaning that the horse can go in either left lead or right lead canter. One

diagonal leg pair is synchronized, while the other diagonal leg pair is dissociated. Rhythmic

faults in canter is having it be four-beated. A four-beat canter is either when the diagonal leg

pair that should be synchronized is dissociated, having the hind leg (back leg) hit the ground

slightly before the foreleg (front leg) or vice versa - having the foreleg hit the ground before

the hind leg (Kristjánsson et al., 2014).

Figure 6: Tölt in the Box (Behrens). Canter. Image used with permission of the artist Pétur Behrens.

Tolt

A four-beat gait with eight phases (see figure 7). Similar to walk it is a very smooth gait to

ride since the lack of suspension, but two phases have a “half-suspension” meaning that there

is one moment where both forelegs are in the air and one moment where both hind legs are in

the air. Rhythmic faults in tolt can be pacey, trotty or irregular. Similar to the walk - a pacey

tolt is when the ipsilateral leg pair is starting to synchronize and a trotty tolt is when the

diagonal leg pair is starting to synchronize. An irregular beat is when the left ipsilateral leg

pair and the right ipsilateral leg pair are asymmetrical, for example having the tolt go towards

a canter (Kristjánsson et al., 2014).
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Figure 7: Tölt in the Box (Behrens). Tolt. Image used with permission of the artist Pétur Behrens.

2.4 Multisensory integration

Multisensory integration is when two or more senses work together to form a unified input

rather than separate inputs. It happens all the time, and it helps us get through life (Holmes &

Spence, 2005; Sidney, 2008; Ripp et al., 2018). For example in the process of eating where

the taste, olfactory and somatosensory information all work together to help us determine if

we, for example, enjoy the food that we are eating (Verhagen & Engelen, 2006). Holmes and

Spence (2005) also refers to something called “superadditivity”, meaning that sometimes a

multisensory integration results in higher neural spikes as a sum than separated in its parts. Or

as Spence and Holmes phrases it: “the multisensory whole is greater than the sum of its

unisensory parts.” (p. 2, 2005).

2.4.1 Audiotactile integration

The combination of auditory and tactile sense is commonly joint together to form the term

“audiotactile”. The researcher John Foxe (2009) uses an example of shaving your beard as an

audiotactile task where men rely on the integration of the auditory and tactile sense. They

hear the shaver working, and they move their fingers over the stubble to determine where to

go next (Foxe, 2009). Sensorimotor synchronization, as mentioned in chapter 2.3.1.

Equestrianism and Music, is the human ability to synchronize movements to an externally

presented rhythm. Research has shown that sensorimotor synchronization is enhanced with

bimodal sensory integration (Johnson et al., 2020), including audiotactile integration (Wing,

Doumas & Welchman, 2009).

Audio seems to have a high influence on our tactile sense. In a study by Imschloss and

Kuehnl (2019), in-store music was proven to have an impact on consumers' haptic perception

of a product’s softness. If the music was soft, and the product was sufficiently soft - the
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consumer haptic softness perception was intensified. The effect was not seen when the

consumer was aware of the music’s influence (Imschloss & Kuehnl, 2019).

An earlier experiment of the auditory impact on our tactile sense was done by Jousmäki

and Hari (1998) who examined how we sense our hands while rubbing them together and

listening to altered or unaltered audio. The participants were then asked to rate their tactile

feeling on a scale from dry to moist. The result showed that the altered audio had a strong

impact in how we sense our tactile feel (Jousmäki & Hari, 1998). The same experiment has

been done by Champoux et al. (2010) who determined that blind people do not experience the

same auditory impact on the tactile feel that sighted people do. This could mean that

audiotactile interactions still depend on visual sense, something that their result obtained from

late-onset blind participants may also indicate. It could also mean that blind individuals have

the ability to process sensory inputs such as audio and tactile feel more independently

(Champoux et al., 2010).

2.4.1.1 Modality dominance in audiotactile presentation

Multisensory presentation might also end up with modality dominance. This is when one

sensory input interferes with the process of the other sensory input/s, making the first sensory

input dominate as the main provider of information (Barnhart, Rivera & Robinson, 2018).

Modality dominance in audiotactile presentation has received less attention in research

than other bimodal presentations (such as audiovisual and visuotactile), but the research so far

has shown that audiotactile spatial tasks do not have an obvious pattern of sensory dominance

(Aspell et al., 2010). In a study of the “Colavita effect”, the effect of visual dominance in

audiovisual or visuotactile speeded detection/discrimination task, researchers have tried to

investigate a resembling effect in audiotactile presentation. A Colavita effect of auditory

dominance was shown in a few experiments and for some specific auditory stimulation, but

no obvious pattern was found (Occelli et al., 2010).

2.5 Related work

There have been quite a lot of projects that could be considered as related to my work. The

projects that have proven to have played a significant role in my work, either as inspiration or

as to further my study, are listed and described here.
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Slow Floor

The Slow Floor is a “pressure sensitive sound-generating surface” (p. 1) developed by

Feltham et al. (2013) on which a group of Butoh dancers has performed a slow walk (see

figure 8). It is an interactive surface which generates four different sounds as the dancer walks

on the pressure plates. Butoh dance is of Japanese origin where “the socially constructed

body is dissolved in order to reveal the primal expression of the body” (p. 3) in which the

dancer is questioning simple physical acts such as walking. To take the simple physical acts

out of its context, the dancer raises her awareness of how her body acts. Butoh dancers often

use visualization as an asset, such as to feel like your body is of ashes while moving.

The Slow Floor revealed a unique creative agency in the body, in which the dancers

experienced the auditory display to encourage them to act with the sounds rather than to have

them rely on visualization and turn their focus inwards (Feltham et al., 2013).

Azalea

Azalea is a smartphone-based design with an application which is meant to be used with

and experienced in the form of a tactile cushion by Mare et al. (2020) (see figure 8). The

cushion and the smartphone are integrated to become one while using the artifact. It is meant

to be used in pairs, to enrich communication at a distance by inviting the users to

co-experience a motion-driven soundscape and audio-driven light. It could either be used on

its own to experience the presence of another, or in tandem with a voice call to enhance a

conversation at a distance. Mare et al. has been guided by the qualities of Somaesthetic

Appreciation design of Höök et al. (2016). By “giving up” your smartphone, guiding the user

towards darkness (to witness the Azalea being lit) and having the artifact react to sound and

movement of each of the users, Azalea opens up the possibility to co-experience something

the authors call embodied information. Mare et al. describes this as the information in which

the human processes communication with another. While co-located communication relies on

subtle embodied cues such as gestures and facial expressions, remote communication often

loses this information (Mare et al., 2020).

Sarka

The Sarka mat by Bergström and Jonsson (2016) provides the user with sound based on

weight distribution and motion activity (see figure 8). Using sonification, real-time data of the

body laying on the mat is captured to provide auditory feedback and direct the user's attention

inwards. Sonificiation is the translation of data to sound, and to work with sonic feedback
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Bergström and Jonsson mentions that it is crucial for the sonic feedback to either harness or

avoid the effect of music. They also mention that music may give rise to universal musical

behaviors, one of them being dancing. The Sarka mat is developed using qualities of

Somaesthetic Appreciation design by Höök et al. (2016) and the intention is to create a sonic

feedback device in which can act “as an alternative or complement to existing somatic

practices and body awareness practices” (p. 1 Bergström & Jonsson, 2016).

Figure 8: Left: The Slow Floor. Middle: Azalea. Right: The Sarka mat.
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3   Methodology

3.1 Research through Design

This study is led by the method of Research through Design (RtD), meaning that the act of

designing is a source for gaining new knowledge. An example of a RtD project by Frayling

(1993) is development work, “customising a piece of technology to do something no one had

considered before, and communicating the result” (p.5), an example that shows similarity to

my design process. The knowledge gained from a RtD process may be articulated in an

intermediary form (Höök et al, 2016) including forms such as strong concept (Höök &

Löwgren 2012), annotated portfolio (Bowers, 2012) or experiential qualities (Ståhl, Löwgren

& Höök, 2014).

For research within intermediate-level knowledge contributions in interaction design to be

considered as having an academic value, the research needs to fulfill the Academic Quality

Criteria (Höök & Löwgren, 2012). The research should be:

- Contestable, meaning that the contribution is original and inventive and not a proposal

on something that everyone in the academic community already agrees on.

- Defensible, meaning that the result should be well grounded and the researcher/s is/are

able to defend their work on a background of empirical, analytical and theoretical

work.

- Substantive, meaning that the contribution should be relevant and contribute to the

general goals within the interaction design community - for example, better interaction

design (Höök & Löwgren, 2012).

3.2 Equilab

Before starting this journey of creating and exploring a new concept, I reached out to

Equilab to ask if they were interested in cooperating. Equilab is a self-tracking application for

horse riders which collects data whilst you ride your horse (Equestrian Insights, 2021). I had

used the application on and off since 2016 (when they first launched), and I loved the idea of

self-tracking while horse riding. I didn’t have much use of the data they presented other than

the fact that it was a fun thing to analyze, but I saw potential and I was interested in how I
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could use technology to better the somatic awareness of horse riders. I believed that Equilab

was a good starting point.

Equilab, as mentioned before, is a self-tracking application for horse riders. It is a mobile

application where you let your phone collect data while riding. It has more functions, like

being social or planning your schedule, but the collection of data was of interest for this study.

The data collection could be split into two different areas - motion data and GPS data. Motion

data is used to detect gait, tempo and transitions of the equipage. GPS data is used to detect

turns, tracks, speed, strides and altitude. The areas of data are often combined to give a more

holistic view for the user, like presenting the ridden track along with what gait that has been

ridden or giving information of speed in each gait. The GPS is dependent on a good signal,

while the motion tracking always works (see figure 9).

Figure 9. A session with a bad GPS signal. The speed data (left) was not able to register. The tempo data

(right) was registered (presented together with the gait detection). The different colors indicate a different gait -

green = walk, yellow = trot, pink = canter and (not shown here) tolt = purple.

Equilab will be used in this study to further the technology that the application builds upon

- the tracking of data whilst horse riding, to explore how we may use data to raise the somatic

awareness of horse riders.

3.3 Somaesthetic Appreciation design

Somaesthetic Appreciation design is a strong concept created using Research through

Design by Höök et al. (2016). They have described their research process using four specific

methods, and even though a Somaesthetic Appreciation design is not necessarily created

using this process - this design process has been led by these suggestions. Their design
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process involved creating two designs (see chapter 2.1.2) where they were able to pinpoint the

qualities of a Somaesthetic Appreciation Design. I will validate my results as a Somaesthetic

Appreciation Design by grounding my concept in these qualities.

3.3.1 Brainstorming through/after somatic practices

Höök et al. (2016) describe using Feldenkrais exercises to let their design ideas grow. To

engage in a somatic practice one needs to be led by someone knowledgeable. The authors

kicked it off with a two-day workshop led by the founder of Somaesthetics and Feldenkrais

practitioner Richard Shusterman, and further engaged in weekly sessions led by another

trained Feldenkrais practitioner for almost two years, They do point out that Feldenkrais is

just one of many possible somatic practices, and further refers to other researchers who have

grounded their work in bodily practice (Höök et al., 2016). One of them happens to be horse

riding (Höök, 2010).

This thesis is focused on Equestrianism, and horse riding is not a regular somatic practice

as it is dependent on the relation to another soma (see chapter 2.1.1 The Centaur of the

Horse-Human relationship). As Höök herself says - in horse riding we need to forget our

human self to create a combined centaur-self (Höök, 2010). In order to have this method to be

relevant for my work, I have been engaged in actual horse riding throughout the entire design

process and have tried to achieve harmony between teamwork (Kroll, 2019) to get a feel of

the centaur. As raising the somatic awareness of the combined soma is the purpose of my

design, brainstorming through and after horse riding and letting the design grow out of this

bodily practice have been one of the methods used in the design process.

3.3.2 Material encounters

It is important to interact with the materials in order to identify those who may play a

supportive role in the experience of the design. Imagining an interaction is not enough, one

needs to stimulate and act out to feel the impact of the material on the lived experience. Höök

et al. suggests faking interactions by manually controlling the sensory stimuli and testing the

design in the situation it is to be experienced (Höök et al., 2016).

This thesis focuses on auditory stimulation, but how and why I have chosen to work with

audio and what kind of audio will be presented in the results along with how and why the

self-tracking application Equilab is used as a material (see chapter 4. Results and analysis).

An ethical dilemma is also present here, as the horse in one way could be seen as a material
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that has to be identified - but the horse is a living being. A discussion of this ethical dilemma

will be presented in the method discussion (see chapter 5.1 Method discussion).

3.3.3 Autobiographical design

Höök et al. keeps this segment short, as it simply means using yourself as an asset. The

designer’s own desires and experiences play a big part, so is letting him or her participate in

all roles of the design - to design, to research and to use (Höök et al., 2016).

Here we need to separate the design process and the research process. I define myself as an

equestrian and feeling oneness with my horse is a desire of mine. I constantly try to gain

awareness of myself, my horse and our relationship to further improve and understand myself

as a horse rider. In the design process, I have found support in myself and my experiences, but

in order to validate my design as a scientific contribution - the research process has remained

strictly non-personal.

3.3.4 Involving others

One way of validating the design as a scientific contribution is to involve others to test the

prototype and articulate their experiences. Höök et al. chooses to work with “body sheets”, a

method of letting the participants draw with different colored pencils on a paper with a

rudimentary drawing of a human body. The participants are asked to draw or write what they

feel before and after a session with their Soma mat-design. The participants are also

encouraged to verbally articulate their experience (Höök et al., 2016).

3.3.4.1 Field experiment and discussion

How I have chosen to involve others is to test the prototype in a field experiment followed

by a discussion where the participants are asked to articulate their felt experience. Why I have

chosen to work with this method is because of the intimacy of my design. It is meant to be

used in the active environment of a stable, where you focus on your horse first and the design

second. A field experiment allows the participant to still stay focused on their horse - tacking

up as usual, riding where they both feel comfortable and simply doing their regular routine.

The discussion afterwards is to invite the participant to articulate their experience but also

allow them to give critique. I want the participant to feel that they are important in the means

of the design.
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The field experiment will also determine whether tempo-flexible and rhythm-adapted

audio will result in the equipage having a more consistent tempo than normally, by measuring

and comparing the consistency of tempo-data in segments with and without music. The

equipages will only be compared to themselves. As a consistent tempo is considered an

important base in dressage (USDF Directory in the Glossary of Judging Terms, 2018), the

experiment will help determine if the audio helps support the tempo consistency of the

equipage. Somaesthetics, the base of Somaesthetic Appreciation design, is about improving

and understanding oneself (Shusterman, 1999) or in this case - the centaur, and the possibility

to track any improvement using data is therefore interesting from the Somaesthetic stance.

Self-tracking data collected by the Equilab application from two riding sessions of each

rider will be compared to give the results - one ordinary session (subjective to the equipages)

and one session with an approximately 15-minute long tempo-flexible and rhythm-adapted

audio stimulation (music). The music will, as suggested by Höök et al. (2016), be manually

adapted to fit the equipages’ rhythm and tempo. Given the fact that horses are unpredictable,

and all creatures are allowed to have “bad days”, the study will include the result of several

participants to avoid having the result to show just a case of coincidence.

But possible improvement in the objective view of equestrianism is less relevant than the

actual experience of the prototype, and therefore the experiment is followed by a discussion

after the last session. It is a qualitative discussion with the aim of having the participants

express and articulate any felt experience prior, throughout and after the auditory stimulation.

Further explanation of the sessions and instructions given to the participants are stated below.

Session 1

The first session should be an ordinary horse riding session in the subjective eyes of the

participants’. The horse riders are instructed to not listen to any auditory stimulation other

than “unavoidable noise” (birds, cars, other horses, people etc.). The horse riders are also

instructed to not practice any movements where a consistent tempo in the form of bpm is

irrelevant (such as show jumping) or movements where the tempo and rhythm is hard to

detect (such as quick transitions between gaits). The session should be performed in a closed

arena. Other than that the equipages is free to do any movement and exercises that are

comfortable and normal to them. The participants are able to do this session on their own

using their own phone to track the session through Equilab, or with me present and using my

phone. The participants are encouraged to leave a comment to articulate their experience after
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this first session. If the participants are using Equilab prior to the experiment, already

registered sessions that meet the criteria stated before are allowed to be used as “Session 1”.

This first session is for me to prepare for session 2 to see what seems to be each equipage’s

unique tempo of all gaits, and to be able to measure if the tempo seems to be more or less

consistent using auditory stimulation.

Session 2

The second session should also be an ordinary horse riding session in the subjective eyes

of the participants’ but with me present throughout the whole session. Similar to the first

session, the participants are instructed to not practice any exercises where the consistency of

tempo in the form of bpm is irrelevant and/or where the rhythm and tempo is hard to detect.

The session is performed in a closed arena. Other than that, the equipage is free to do

anything that is comfortable and normal to them. The horse riders start off without any

auditory stimulation, where I use the BPM Tap application (Ignace, 2015) to once again

measure the tempo of each gait. After approximately 10 minutes I will start to play that is

manually synchronized to the equipage’s rhythm and tempo. The auditory stimulation is

played for approximately 15 minutes. Due to the prototype demanding manual adaption of

tempo and rhythm, the participants are told prior to the session that the audio might need to be

adjusted before getting it right. The goal is that the audio should be fully synchronized, but as

the tempo is manually measured and the audio takes a few seconds to adapt to a tempo change

- the concept is just not there yet. The participants are told prior to the experiment that I might

photograph or film segments of them.

After the session, and after the horse riders have taken care of their horses, we will have a

discussion of the participants’ experience and I will invite them to also comment and critique

the design of the auditory stimuli. The discussion is personal, including just me and the horse

rider, and the aim is to discuss their felt experience prior, during and after hearing the auditory

stimuli. The discussion has no time limit and the participants are told prior to the experiment

that this discussion is audio recorded.

To show gratitude, all participants are offered a year of Premium membership on Equilab.
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3.3.5 Qualities of Somaesthetic Appreciation Design

The result of Höök et al.’s research is four qualities that are articulated as central. To

further validate my concept as a Somaesthetic Appreciation Design, my work will be

grounded in these qualities.

Subtle guidance. The guidance of user interaction needs to be very subtle, and balance the

art of guiding but not grabbing attention. It relies on change and interest, meaning that it

provides a stimulation of change by helping the shift of attention through different bodily

areas or functions while also preventing the mind from wandering by helping the attention to

linger.

Making space. The interaction should provide the user with a space for reflection. Making

space has a dual meaning of “slowing down the pace of life” (p. 5) and interrupting habits of

living and being, but also shutting out the outside world and providing an atmosphere using

materials and interactions that promote feelings of being safe and taken care of.

Intimate correspondence. The feedback loops should be based on an implicit interaction

that shows immediacy and synchronization of the body - an intimate correspondence that

follows the user's body rhythm. The feedback should be so immediate and synced with the

rhythm of the body that the user feels that the artifact is an extension of the body itself.

Articulating experience. The design should allow the user to reflect and articulate during

sessions of interaction as well as provide the opportunity for the user to externalize their

feelings and articulate them afterwards in order to reflect on their felt bodily experience

(Höök et al., 2016).
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4   Results and Analysis

4.1 Autobiographical inquiry

In Somaesthetic Appreciation Design, the autobiographical inquiry of the designer is

important. The desires and experiences of the designer are valued as an asset, and the designer

is participating in all roles of the design (Höök et al., 2016). As I first mentioned in the

preface to this paper, my experience and desires as an equestrian is what first started this

journey and also what brought me to question a gap in the research of Somaesthetics.

4.1.1 Centaur Somaesthetics

The Somaesthetic core principle is to see the mind and the body as a unit. By doing this,

we can begin the process of understanding and improving ourselves to raise our self

awareness and engage in the art of living a better life (Shusterman, 1999).

Research in equestrianism describe the “centaur-feeling” while horse riding as the human

will of changing to merge and become one with a horse, and this feeling appears as the two

agents are in true harmony and are moving together (Kroll, 2019; Höök, 2010; Game, 2001;

Smith, 2015). Kristina Höök (2010) mentions the act of forgetting your human self in order to

create a centaur self. She refers to horse riding as the ultimate somatic experience (Höök,

2018), but the Somaesthetic principle of unitizing our mind and body to raise our awareness

to further understand and improve ourselves does not really go with the act of forgetting

oneself. How can I forget myself and also raise awareness of myself?

Somaesthetics in design of technology is more than often surrounded of the self. Take, for

example, The Slow floor (Feltham et al., 2013), The Sarka mat (Bergström & Jonsson, 2016),

The Breathing Light and The Soma Carpet (Höök et al, 2016) - they all focus on the self. On

how we may provide a somatic experience by extending one’s soma, on how an intimate

experience with yourself can make you turn inwards and how one can gain awareness of the

self (Feltham et al., 2013; Bergström & Jonsson, 2016; Höök et al, 2016). Somaesthetics is on

the rise within the HCI community. It builds on how we can design appreciation for bodily

and sensorial experiences to improve the quality of a user’s life (Delfa et al., 2020). But is the

quality of a user’s life depending solely on the self? Many of our experiences involve another

beings, and these other beings will affect our experience. Achieving a centaur-feeling while

riding can be used as an example of an experience involving another. The centaur-feeling is
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felt by the rider, but it is achieved by teamwork between horse and rider (Kroll, 2019; Game,

2001; Smith, 2015).

A reason for the current focus on the self in a somatic experience could be a cause of

Shusterman’s division of dimensions in Somaesthetics (Shusterman 1999; Shusterman, 2014)

Somaesthetics currently have three, or even two, dimensions - representational, experiential

and performative. The last dimension, performative, is rather unclear as Shusterman himself

uses words such as “could be distinguished” and “could be called” when describing the

dimension. This dimension is focused on disciplines improving the body through practical

practices. If the discipline focused on either the internal or the external body, Shusterman

suggests that it could just as well be associated or joint with either the representational or the

experiential dimension. These dimensions are focused on either the external appearance of the

body (representational) or feeling better from within - our internal body (experiential). A lot

of our somatic care combine these, such as external care may make us feel better from within

and internal care may make us feel more attractive on the surface (Shusterman 1999;

Shusterman 2014). The key here is that Shusterman focuses on somatic care of the self, and

he does not acknowledge or even mentions experiences with another being.

An exception to the self-focus on Somaesthetics in design of technology is the Azalea

project by Mare et al. (2020). They have made a smartphone-based design that is meant to be

used in pairs by two people at a distance. The tactile cushion will provide audio-driven light

and a motion-driven soundscape, to enrich a voice call or to simply allow the users to

experience the presence of another being (Mare et al., 2020). It is not clear what would

happen if only one of the users would interact with the cushion, but Mare et al. (2020)

describe Azalea to allow users to co-experience embodied information of subtle embodied

cues which are normally a part of a co-located conversation. Azalea is an example of a

Somaesthetic inspired and a Somaesthetic appreciation design (Höök et al., 2016) for a

somatic experience with another being.

With inspiration from Game (2001), Höök (2018) and Kroll (2019) I suggest a new

Somaesthetics dimension of experiencing the combined soma in experiences involving others

named Centaur Somaesthetics (see figure 10). Although Centaur Somaesthetics is highly

inspired by the horse-human relation, this new dimension could be further explored to fit in
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other areas where a combination of somas is of interest to better understand and improve

oneself. I want to emphasize that this is only a suggestion, as it clearly needs more research.

Figure 10: The Centaur dimension placed in its context and in the unity of Somaesthetics. In this figure we

see the branches (analytic, pragmatic and practical) act as lenses on how one may see and work with

Somaesthetics. The dimensions are displayed separately, but without borders and with the arrows which

symbolizes how the dimensions sometimes integrate and work together.
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4.2 Material encounters and Brainstorming

In order to kick off the exploration of possibilities, I needed to interact with Equilab in the

setting that it is meant to be used. I learned to analyze the data that was presented, and I

figured out how to translate the data into making myself more somatic aware. For example;

the data often showed that I had made more sharp turns in one direction (see figure 11),

making me aware of my uneven distribution and giving me a chance to reflect over this.

A self-tracking application is often used to gain awareness and self-knowledge (Trace &

Zhang, 2019; Li, Dey & Forlizzi, 2010; Li, Dey & Forlizzi, 2011). However, Equilab is a

different type of self-tracker as you do not specifically track yourself alone, but you and your

horse together. Reflecting over the uneven distribution of turns is not a reflection of why I

cannot distribute my turns, but rather a question of why we are having an uneven distribution.

Just as Mopas and Huybregts (2020) states - self-tracking like this does not give or provide

ways of understanding and improving oneself, as the information needs to be used in

conjunction to the user’s own assessment (Mopas & Huybregts, 2020). Am I weak in my left

hamstring and therefor avoid using my left leg aid which I need when I do turns to the right?

Or was my horse being tense in his right side of the neck, and needed the extra laps of

stretching?

Figure 11. A session where I make more sharp turns to the left.

As the GPS data is dependent on a good GPS signal (something that could interfere with

the field experiments), I decided quite early on to work with the motion data - gaits, tempo

and/or transitions. While using Equilab, and discussing the application with other users as

well as Equilab themselves - I realized that gait detection is hard, and the application often

detects the gait wrong. There are a number of reasons why this is (size of horse, educational

level of rider, incorrect rhythm etc), and I cannot solve this problem by myself with the time

limit of this exploration. When the gait detection is wrong, so is also the transitions. That

leads us to tempo.
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Tempo and rhythm can be somewhat confusing in the equestrian community, as there is a

disagreement on how to define the two (FEIF, 2020; Equestrian Australia, 2014; USDF,

2018). I have decided to go with the definition that is the most common within dressage. The

rhythm is defined as the footfalls of a gait (the beat) while the tempo is the speed of the

rhythm - the number of beats per minute (Equestrian Australia, 2014; USDF, 2018). Rhythm

and tempo go hand in hand as you can not ride a rhythm without a tempo, and you cannot ride

a tempo without rhythm. However, there is no guarantee that the research that this study

builds upon is using the same definition of rhythm and tempo, as the terms are often

mentioned but rarely explained.

Tempo is (in the current version of Equilab, version 7.7.10) accurate in trot and canter,

somewhat accurate in tolt and not at all accurate in walk. The tempo is based on vertical

motion data, measuring each stride and calculating the time distance between them - giving us

the number of strides per minute. Why trot and canter is accurate is because these are gaits

where there is a lot of vertical motion. They are two-beated and three-beated with suspension

which “shoot” the rider up. Tolt is somewhat accurate, as it is a soft but fast four-beated gait

(no suspension) which limits the vertical motion. Walk is hard to get accurate, it is a slow

four-beat gait with no suspension meaning that the rider is not moving up and down at all (see

figure 12).

Figure 12. Examples of typical looking raw motion data in each gait.

Trot:
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Canter:

Tolt:

Walk:

A rider will easily feel rapid changes in tempo, but cannot always feel the small changes or

the slow increase or decrease. These are things that one can see in Equilab after the session

(see figure 13 for an example).

Figure 13. An example of a trot segment presented in Equilab with no rapid changes of tempo, but with a lot

of small changes ranging from 94 to 85 bpm.
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4.2.1 Exploring auditory stimuli

I brainstormed before, during and after every riding session to figure out how I could

support the rider’s ability to retain a consistent tempo while riding by raising one’s somatic

awareness, and the most obvious solution was with auditory stimulation.

Horse riding is often described as a sort of dancing (Chamberlain, 2019; Smith, 2015;

Ford, 2013) and the two disciplines share rhythm as a central element (Ford, 2013). The

difference is that horse riders rely on tactile feel of rhythm whereas dancers often find support

in external rhythm - music. Music and dancing has been argued to have evolved at the same

time, depending on and affecting each other (Cross, 2006). Because of horse riding being

described as a sort of dance, horse riders could benefit from music in the same way as dancers

do. Music support our ability to move in a synchronization to an external rhythm (Johnson et

al., 2020) and it can also be a useful tool for social bonding (Koelsch p. 6, 2020)

Music is also already a “thing” in the equestrian world as many of our competitions in

multiple disciplines use music to enhance the performance of an equipage, but there is no

specific use of music in a supportive role in the training of horses and/or riders, other than

riders creating personal playlists and manually adapting the music to fit them.

When I listen to music, I have no trouble with keeping the rhythm or tempo by tapping a

finger or moving my body as the external auditory sensory (the music) is merging into my

body. Maybe because my body is automatically searching for multisensory integration to

enhance my experience (Holmes & Spence, 2005; Sidney, 2008; Ripp et al., 2018). So why is

it so hard for me to feel and keep a consistent tempo while riding? See example above in

figure 13.

I started to listen to music while riding, and sometimes it felt “right” but most of the time it

felt off. The music pretty much never matched us, and it was rather disturbing sometimes to

feel a rhythm and tempo and at the same time hear a different rhythm and tempo. The sensory

information did not match, creating a modality dominance (Barnhart, Rivera & Robinson,

2018). Most of the time my tactile sense would be dominant, as I would usually focus on my

training and the tactile feel plays a huge role in the communication with the horse. When this

happened, the music played little to no supportive role for me. Music has the ability to make

us move and support our sensorimotor synchronization (Johnson et al., 2020), but as the

music was hidden under my tactile sense I could not benefit from it. However, sometimes the
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auditory sense became dominant with my mind drifting off to the music, and I could find

myself just sitting on my horse and listening to music rather than riding my horse. The tactile

sense was lost and I fell into patterns of “just doing” without being aware of what I was

doing, going against the Somaesthetic principle of raising somatic awareness (Shusterman,

1999). The interaction of a Somaesthetic Appreciation Design is not supposed to grab

attention but subtly guide the user to turn his or her attention inwards (Höök et al., 2016).

I started to experiment with adjusting the tempo of the music and riding to test it out

myself, and I quickly noticed that music including a singer feels very off when the tempo is

altered. While riding, it either felt very stressful or as we moved in slow motion. I also

noticed that I “pushed” us beyond my initial plan as I sought to finish each song. If I felt that

the music was about to end I kept riding because I got the feeling of completion when I didn’t

interrupt the melody, and once again the interaction with the music grabbed attention rather

than subtly guiding and supporting me (Höök et al., 2016). I also realized that the rhythm of

the music played a role in my experience of riding. If I played a two-beated song and I

successfully hit the right tempo in trot (a two-beated gait), my experience of trotting was

enhanced. If I played a three-beated song and successfully hit the right tempo in trot, my

experience of trot was not enhanced at all. The intimate correspondence (Höök et al., 2016)

between me and the music were sensitive not only to the tempo, but also to the rhythm.

The concept of using rhythm-adaptive and tempo-flexible music emerged. The music

would not just guide the rider towards a consistent tempo and a correct rhythm, but also

provide a multimodal presentation of two of the basics in riding (rhythm and tempo). This

would allow for multisensory integration of the information input (Holmes & Spence, 2005;

Sidney, 2008; Ripp et al., 2018), and possibly a superadditive experience where the

experience of rhythm and tempo would be greater than before (Holmes & Spence, 2005).

Equilab does track rhythm by presenting it as a gait detection (Equestrian Insights, 2021),

but as I stated before - they do have some problems with the detection of gaits. However, this

is something that they are working on. The technology is here, Equilab can track rhythm and

tempo, but it does not yet work flawless. I have not allowed this to restrain my exploration of

using motion data to detect rhythm and tempo, as there is no reason to believe that this will

not work fine in the near future.
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4.2.1.2 Designing the auditory stimuli

I started to experiment with shorter loops of melodies, as I believed that these would not

give the rider a feeling of missing out on the musical experience or pushing the horse to finish

a song. I worked in Soundtrap (an online music studio) and experimented with their

free-to-use musical loops. In Soundtrap you are able to adjust the tempo, which makes it very

easy to work with. I made a file with a musical loop for each gait and tested it out by

adjusting the tempo and playing the music to videos of people riding different horses in

different gaits. This made it easy for me to see the footfalls (the rhythm) of the horse and

notice any synchronization with the music. Even though the tempo would be easy to match

with the equipage, it was hard to find musical loops with a distinct rhythm that would match

the rhythm of the gait. The loops felt more like background music, and there was no real

feeling of the music synchronizing to the footfalls of the horse. I also realized that a short

musical loop kind of gets annoying to listen to after a while. The loops were between 5-15

seconds long, and after listening to the same loop for a few minutes - it got annoying and gave

the opposite effect from before. I wanted the equipage to switch gait so I could listen to

something else, and once again the interaction grabbed attention (Höök et al., 2016).

Here I decided to design a beat that would enhance the specific footfalls of the gaits (see

figure 14) to further the intimate feedback loop (Höök et al., 2016) to interact with both the

rhythm and the tempo. All gaits between all horses share a common rhythm (Bragança et al.,

2020; Kristjánsson et al., 2014), but this rhythm may be incorrect due to an unbalanced

equipage (Kristjánsson et al., 2014; Chamberlain, 2019; Game, 2001). According to Fitzroy et

al. (2018) and Bregman et al. (2012), horse handlers may provide rhythmic and tempo-based

cues to aid the horse to synchronize to the music that the horse riders hear. Playing the

rhythm to display a correctness may aid the rider to guide the horse towards a correct rhythm

- something that is desirable in the objective view of equestrian sports (FEIF, 2020;

Equestrian Australia, 2014; USDF, 2018). The same theory goes for playing music in a

specific tempo, as a consistent tempo is also considered desirable (FEIF, 2020; Equestrian

Australia, 2014; USDF, 2018). The difference is that there is no such thing as a correct tempo,

because all horses have a natural and unique tempi (Bregman et al., 2012). The possibility of

adjusting the rhythms to fit the natural tempi of different horses is therefor crucial in order to

have the auditory stimulation to support sensorimotor synchronization (Johnson et al., 2020)

of providing rhythmic and tempo-based cues (Bregman et al., 2012; Fitzroy et al. 2018) while

at the same time respecting the natural tempi of the horse (Bregman et al., 2012) and going
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towards the desirable - a correct rhythm and a consistent tempo (FEIF, 2020; Equestrian

Australia, 2014; USDF, 2018)

I used myself and my experience as a horse rider as an asset, adjusting the underlying

rhythm of each gait until I could “feel” the gait being ridden by just listening to the rhythm.

This includes adjusting the sound and volume of each beat, to stimulate the tactile feel of

riding. The enhancing of a beat is very subtle, but it gives dimension to the rhythm -

something that is also experienced in the tactile feel of rhythm while riding.

Figure 14.

Beat pattern of Walk:

Four-beated divided by two two-beated tracks with a slight difference in volume,

and with an enhancing of the first footfall.

Beat pattern of Trot:

Two-beated and with an enhancing of the last footfall.
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Beat pattern of Tolt:

Four-beated divided by two two-beated tracks with a slight difference in volume,

and with an enhancing of the second footfall.

Beat pattern of Canter:

Three-beated with an enhancing of the last footfall and starting with a suspension.

After designing these rhythms, I experimented with the thought of only using these and no

music. It would kind of act like a metronome with rhythm. I tested this out while riding, and I

got really frustrated with myself. The external rhythm and tempo was too correct, making any

mistake of mine to be felt a hundred times more. It was no longer subtle guidance (Höök et

al., 2016) but rather felt like an order for us to move in a specific way. I tried soothing down

the feeling of the rhythm, to act as an underlying rhythm of a musical loop instead - and it got

a lot more relaxing to listen to and provided more of a feeling of being subtly guided (Höök et

al., 2016). If I lost the tempo or rhythm I would just continue riding and slowly fall back into

synchronization.

As the short musical loops provided by Soundtrap felt annoying to listen to on repeat, I

started to look for longer tracks of melodies. I had decided to only work on one musical file
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for each gait, meaning that I needed to find four melodies that would match the underlying

beat but also match each other while being distinctly different. The music also needed to

sound okay in a range of different tempi. I turned to Adobe Stock where I could search for a

specific range of bpm, a specific genre and a specific feeling for the music. I chose to search

within the Acoustic: Solo genre for music that would be relaxing. The search ended with me

licensing four tracks for use in this study:

“As Months Turn Into Years” (#356887852) by Christian Andersen/Epidemic Sound for

Walk. 52 bpm in the original version, adjusted to be played from 42 bpm to 64 bpm together

with the underlying beat made for walk.

“My weakness” (#357316271) by Autumn Cheek/Epidemic Sound for trot. 83 bpm in the

original version, adjusted to be played from 63 bpm to 114 bpm together with the underlying

beat made for trot.

“Progress” (#331835189) by Ever So Blue/Epidemic Sound for tolt. 100 bpm in the

original version, adjusted to be played from 90 bpm to 124 bpm together with the underlying

beat made for tolt.

“Not Quite Yet” (#331362896) by Jon Björk/Epidemic Sound for canter. 91 bpm in the

original version, adjusted to be played from 79 bpm to 125 bpm together with the underlying

beat made for canter.

Why I chose the range of tempi for each gait to be as listed, is because my analyzation of

different riders indicated that these are the tempi that are normally seen.

4.3 Involving others

In order to validate my design as scientific contribution as well as getting feedback for

further improvements, the testing of the design was very valuable. The design was tested on

four participants, all with different backgrounds and with different goals.
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4.3.1 Matilda and Laufi

Matilda has an Icelandic horse (four-gaited) named Laufi. Her horse Laufi has tolt, but

Matilda has just recently started to actually train the gait and therefore they are a little off beat

and “fussy” while tolting, going towards a two-beated trotty tolt at times. Laufi has a steady

and correct beat in walk and trot, but the canter is a bit four-beated. Matilda does not have any

experience of the Equilab application prior to the test, and she is not interested in

self-tracking. She is very interested and involved in ways of how to improve and maintain a

good relationship with her horse. Matilda and I are familiar with each other and have met

prior to the test.

The first session

Matilda had some trouble with the Equilab application, as the first session did not register

tolt as a gait. In order to detect tolt, the horse needs to be registered as an Icelandic horse in

the application and the horse needs to be selected before the start of the session. Matilda did

register her horse Laufi as an Icelandic horse, but she forgot to select Laufi before she started

the tracking. The first session was therefore invalid (see figure 15, left). Matilda was asked to

try again, and another session in which she succeeded to track all gaits was logged (see figure

15, right). This session was short, almost 8 minutes. Taking this into consideration, the

resulting average tempo of each gait in either session is not to be trusted. Taking a closer look

at the data of the tempo, the equipage seems to show inconsistency (see figure 16) but as

stated before, due to the session being rather short it is hard to prove that this is something

usual to them.
Figure 15: Left - invalid first session, no registration of tolt. Right - valid first session.
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Figure 16: Tempo data of Matilda and Laufi. The bottom pictures show an example of the inconsistency in

close up. In trot (yellow)  the equipage starts out at an average of 77 bpm and ends at an average of 83 bpm.

The second session and discussion

The session was performed in an outside arena and the music was played from a speaker

located in the middle of the arena. The discussion was also performed outside right after the

riding session. Matilda failed to start the Equilab tracking, meaning that there will be no way

for me to compare the data to see if the music made them more consistent in their tempo. The

session would be redone, but Laufi is hurt and Matilda can not ride him for a while. I have

chosen to include this testing anyway, as the lived experience articulated by the rider is

considered to be the most important part of the results.
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The session started with Matilda and Laufi warming up to no music for about 10 minutes.

During these minutes I focused on counting their bpm to get an average number in all gaits.

The bpm was collected using the BPM Tap application (Ignace, 2015), where I tapped as the

inner front leg of the horse touched the ground. By doing this a number of times in all gaits,

an average bpm could be detected. The internet connection during this session was bad,

making it hard to actually change the tempo during the session as each tempo-change took

about 2 minutes for the software to process. To avoid having to change the tempo more than

necessary, the 10 initial minutes of just counting the equipage’s average bpm in each gait

were very important. Matilda and Laufi had a somewhat inconsistent tempo. The walk was

reported to range from 52-57 bpm with an average of 56 bpm. Trot was 84-90 bpm with an

average of 89 bpm. Canter was 104-107 bpm with an average of 106 bpm. It was hard to

detect an average bpm in tolt, due to the gait being ridden in short moments and the equipage

being a bit off beat and fussy, but it was detected to be around 95-99 bpm with an average of

97 bpm.

After the initial 10 minutes of riding, I asked for permission to start my testing and Matilda

was asked to pay attention to her horse’s reaction to the music, just to make sure the horse did

not react badly or get spooked from the music playing. She noticed no reaction.

Matilda chose to express herself verbally throughout the session, which I allowed but did

not encourage. I did not want to disturb the equipage, but as Matilda herself initiated

conversations while riding I took notes on the experiences and feelings that she expressed

having. Including pauses (approximately 10 minutes in total), the music was played for about

18 minutes.

The equipage started out in walk (music played at 87 bpm), ridden for about 8 minutes

before Matilda stopped and admitted that she didn’t really “feel” the music. The underlying

beat was “lost in the wind” and made it hard for her to actually hear the rhythm. Taking this

into consideration I raised the volume of the underlying beat to better the chances of Matilda

hearing the rhythm. In the discussion after the riding session, Matilda expressed that the low

volume sometimes disturbed her, as she almost focused more on trying to hear the rhythm

rather than feel the rhythm. She would rather use her own in-ear headphones. I adapted the

following sessions to invite the participant to use in-ear headphones while riding.
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The equipage went on to ride in trot and we both felt that the tempo was off. The initial 10

minutes of the session gave an average bpm of 89 in trot, but when ridden with the music the

average bpm was 86. The tempo was adjusted and the equipage went on to continue riding in

trot. About 1 minute in, something happened. The rhythm and tempo of the music and the

rhythm and tempo of Matilda and Laufi merged. About 5 seconds of complete

synchronization happened, and Matilda stopped - “There! I felt it!” she said. Suddenly the

music made sense in a way it didn’t do before. In the discussion that followed, Matilda

described it as a feeling of being one with her horse.

“I found it hard sometimes considering the quality of the music in some

gaits (low volume), but when I heard the underlying rhythm and felt it in my

body - it was wonderful and harmonic, and I felt that I became one with my

horse. .... I kind of let go of all the details and entered a more holistic view

which was more harmonic and less meticulous.”

After a pause where Matilda expressed her feeling of being able to collect Laufi a little

more than usual and a feeling of her horse being “excited” for the session, the equipage went

on to ride in canter. After riding in canter for a while on each rein, the same occurrence as in

trot happened - the equipage was in complete synchronization with the music. Matilda

stopped and commented once again as a strong feeling of being one with her horse. When

being in sync with the music, she felt that all the small adjustments and cues that she

constantly gives to her horse just stopped and they just danced together. In the discussion

afterwards, Matilda expressed having the music be in synchronization at all times as “the

dream”.

She ended the session with, what Matilda said, the “hardest” gait - tolt. As mentioned

before, her horse Laufi has tolt but has earlier been ridden in a bad form (stiff, head high and

with a lowered back) and Matilda is now trying to introduce tolt in a good form (a supple

body and raised back) which means that they keep the moments of tolt short for now. The

equipage also has some trouble keeping a clear four-beat rhythm as Laufi easily falls into a

trotty two-beated tolt. Due to this it was a bit hard to detect the tempo. No clear

synchronization happened, but Matilda expressed a very positive feeling towards the music as

she felt that it helped her become more direct in her communication to her horse. This made
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her calm down her cues and aids and just “let him tolt”, making her feel that the quality of the

gait was better than usual.

“Even in tolt, where we are beginners, I felt that the music was very

good. It helped us, and he was better in tolt because we were somehow more

focused and concentrated in that gait because of the music that provided us

with some kind of frame. When we usually tolt it is more of ‘woops, what

should we do?’ … It was easier to cooperate, because of the music. … I

found a different way of sitting on him, without even thinking about it. It was

like I sat more evenly on him and… yeah, it was very good.”

All in all, Matilda described it as a positive experience. Two moments of complete

synchronization happened in trot and canter, both of which Matilda immediately noticed a

change in the experience of riding. The feeling of oneness grew stronger as they “danced” to

the rhythm of the music. These moments were short, around 5-7 seconds each of complete

synchronization, and Matilda stopped after both occurrences to reward her horse and express

the strong feeling that she experienced.

“There were moments, especially in trot and canter, where I really felt the

rhythm and that we were in synchronization, and that was very nice because

I kind of entered a holistic view and a dancing (with the horse), at the same

time as I did not feel as if I pushed him with my seat to force a movement. ...

It became easier to be more direct (with the aids).”

Matilda did not express any appreciation to the music in walk, but did appreciate the

music in tolt as it helped her with her communication to her horse.

No longer moments of synchronization with the music were detected in either walk or tolt.

Matilda felt that her horse was affected by the music, because he usually likes when Matilda

is very direct and the music helped her with this, giving her a feeling that Laufi was more

harmonic than usual. When asked if the music took over her experience of riding, she had a

hard time answering that question. She thought that the music and the riding merged to create

a joint and heightened experience.

“They come together and give me unified experience which is better than

just listening to music or just riding.”
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4.3.2 Amilia and Porthoz

Amilia is a dressage rider and her ambition with her horse Porthoz (see figure 17) is to at

least compete at a level of S:t George. They currently train at basic level, but perform

movements that are considered more high level. Amilia is a prior user to Equilab and has

many registered sessions in the application. Amilia and I were not familiar with each other

prior to the session.

Figure 17: Amilia and Porthoz during session 2.

First session

Since Amilia is a prior user to Equilab, she already had many sessions for me to analyze.

Instead of selecting just one session to analyze their tempo, I could select a number of

sessions that were relevant to me (performed in a closed arena and with longer moments of

work in each gait) and get a great insight into what seemed to be Porthoz unique tempo. I

chose to analyze four sessions (see figure 18)
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Figure 18: Tempo data of Amilia and Porthoz presented in Equilab. Four sessions from A = top left and D =

bottom right.

Amilia and Porthoz have a little variation of tempo, but by the look of it - they have an

overall consistent tempo. The variation of tempo is small, as seen in session A between 21-30

minutes where they start off at a trot in 75 bpm and slowly increasing to 78 bpm (see figure

19).

Figure 19: Tempo data of Amilia and Porthoz presented in Equilab, close up at session A - trot.

Second session and discussion

As I learned from the first test with Matilda and Laufi, the possibility to change the tempo

of the music during the session could be limited due to internet access. I therefore prepared a

number of files with different tempi in all gaits, to avoid having to change the tempo of the
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music at the spot and just be able to press play. I also prepared for the rider to use her own

Bluetooth headphones.

The session started with Amilia and Porthoz warming up in all gaits for approximately 17

minutes without music (see figure 20). Due to technical difficulties, the warm-up was a bit

longer than first anticipated. The plan was to connect both mine and Amilias headphones to

Bluetooth to play the music to us both, but the music would just play to one of us even though

we were both connected. I had to change my plan and let Amilia alone experience the music

through her headphones. We also noticed that we sometimes lost connection to Bluetooth as

Amilia came too far away. I asked if it was okay if I “followed” them around the arena from a

distance, to better the chances of keeping the connection. Amilia was okay with this.

During the warm-up I was also able to manually count the tempo of all gaits using the

BPM Tap application (Ignace, 2015). The manual counting confirmed what I had believed to

be their tempo. In walk, they have a variation of 50-53 bpm with an average of 52 bpm during

this session. In trot, a variation of 73-80 bpm with an average of 76 bpm during this session

and in canter, a variation of 95-100 bpm with an average of 96 bpm. I also noticed that Amilia

used her voice a lot to communicate and praise her horse.

Before starting the music, I told Amilia that I would start my test and she was asked to just

continue riding. As I myself did not hear the music, I also told her to stop and communicate if

something felt very wrong.

She started out in canter at 96 bpm. I quickly noticed that she stayed rather close to me as

she turned to work in a circle around me. When she finished working in canter I asked her if

the Bluetooth lost connection easily, and she told me yes. She went on to ride the rest of the

test in a circle around me. She walked for a bit before coming up to a trot at 74 bpm. Amilia

had yet to communicate any felt experience with the music, and I also noticed that she had

stopped using her voice to communicate and praise her horse. I asked her about this in the

discussion after and she had not noticed this herself. She said that it could either be because

she was so focused on the training, or because she was listening to the music.

Coming into the second half of the test, the equipage went to walk. She had not noticed the

underlying rhythm until now and she told me that it felt wrong. I adjusted the tempo to 50

bpm and she was unsure at the beginning if it felt right, but then it hit her and she said, with

enthusiasm, “oh yes, there”. She began to perform turns on the haunches to change directions
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in the circle, and that is when she also started to use her voice to communicate and praise her

horse again. After about 12 minutes of music, I stopped the test (see figure 20). She gave an

immediate feedback of how much the music had helped her in the last moment of walk where

she performed turns on the haunches. As her horse Porthoz sometimes falls into a pacey walk,

they have had trouble performing this movement. She felt that the music had helped her keep

the rhythm and support her communication to her horse.

“I have had such a hard time performing turns on the haunches, but with

the underlying rhythm (of the music) - it was easy. That was really cool. … I

can easily, in the ‘work-part’ of the session, become irritated and frustrated

if something does not go my way the second I ask for it, but I did not

experience this feeling when I had the music. It was like, it didn’t matter if

something went a little wrong because at least we could follow the rhythm.”

Figure 20: Raw tempo data of Amilia and Porthoz (top) and tempo data presented in Equilab (bottom) from

the testing session. The blue line (top) shows the duration of a stride. The straighter the line, the more consistent

the equipage is in their tempo.
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Amilia did not find the music helpful in neither trot or canter, but she still describes it as a

positive experience. Since she didn’t really hear the underlying rhythm at first but rather

focused on the music, she did not reflect on whether the music was in synchronization to her

and Porthoz in trot or canter. It wasn’t until it felt “off” during walk as she noticed it, and

when she did notice it - she felt that she could benefit and find support from it. She also

immediately felt a disturbance when the tempo was wrong in the walk. As walk is their

hardest gait, she appreciated the opportunity to follow an external rhythm and tempo. When

the tempo was wrong, it gave her a stressing feeling as she tried to follow something that did

not feel right. In trot and canter she expressed a neutral feeling of the music just being there,

not disturbing them and not helping them.

“When we found the right tempo in walk, it (the music) was good and it

helped me. But when it was not (in the right tempo), it felt stressful to try to

match the music. … I did not reflect about the tempo in trot or canter, and

therefor I assume that it was right. … In walk, I noticed the underlying

rhythm, which I had not noticed before, and I think it was because it was so

‘off’ (wrong) that I noticed it. … When it became so obvious that ‘ this is not

correct, this is not the right tempo’, then I noticed that it (the underlying

rhythm) was even there. And that is when I tried to adapt to it, and I realized

that it would not work.”

Amilia also expressed wanting to have more powerful music in trot. As Amilia and

Porthoz as an equipage sometimes have trouble with the trot lacking energy, the relaxing

music did not help them. She wanted something that could make them feel more powerful.

Amilia often listens to music while riding, but will then just select a playlist and pass the

songs that she feels are wrong at the moment. She did not feel that this experience was similar

to her prior experience of listening to music while riding.

“I felt that this (the music) served a purpose, and it helped me while

riding instead of just being there.”

No pattern of the equipage having a more consistent tempo while the music was playing

was found. An example of that is the first trot segment (without music) compared to the
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second trot segment (with music) where there is no visible difference in consistency (see

figure 21).

Figure 21: Raw tempo data of a canter segment with Amilia and Porthoz, without music (left) and with music

(right). The straighter the line, the more consistent the equipage is in their tempo.

4.3.3 Lena and Hjördis

Lena has her horse Hjördis boarded at the same stable as I have my horse boarded, and

therefore Lena and I know each other prior to the study. Her horse Hjördis is an Icelandic

mare (four-gaited), and Lena considers herself as an Icelandic style horse rider. Hjördis is a

very “speeded” horse with tons of will. She has trouble walking as she rather runs, and she

can get a trotty tolt and a four-beated canter. Her trot has a rather stable and correct rhythm.

Lena has not been using Equilab prior to the study.

First session

Lena had not been using Equilab prior to the study, but after she registered her first session

she has now continued using the application. Similar to Amilia and Porthoz I therefore had

the possibility to analyze a number of different sessions that fit the criteria, meaning that they

are performed in a closed arena and with longer segments in each gait (see figure 22). Lena

has expressed that the application has trouble detecting her gait. It is also hard for me to

analyze whether the equipage has a consistent tempo or not, due to the data involving a lot of

“spikes”. What these spikes mean and what gait is right is hard for me to say, as I have not

witnessed their sessions. (see example in figure 23).
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Figure 22: Tempo data of Lena and Hjördis presented in Equilab. Four sessions from A = top left and D =

bottom right.

Figure 23: An example of wrong gait detection and spikes in tempo data from session A presented in

Equilab. What is happening here? (Orange = trot. Green = walk. Purple = tolt. Pink = canter)

With this in mind, it was hard for me to analyze the tempo in these sessions as I could not

trust the data that was collected. The tempo consistency will be further analyzed in the second

session, where I will witness the session and be able to analyze along with annotations of the

actual ride.
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Second session and discussion

Lena was offered to listen to the music via headphones or speakers, and she chose to listen

via speakers. It was raining, and as we were outside I had to protect my equipment using an

umbrella. The session therefore started with Lena walking around the setup to make sure the

horse did not spook. Hjördis found the setup consisting of a backpack and a speaker on a soft

drink crate covered with an umbrella (see figure 24) a bit uncomfortable, but she seemed to be

fine with it after a while.

Figure 24: The setup with Lena and Hjördis in the background.

Lena and Hjördis began the session in walk and then moved over to tolt. Lena expressed

that Hjördis was feeling stiff and therefore had a very trotty tolt. In the middle of the

warm-up, Hjördis started to be a little more spooked from the setup. As Lena had fallen off in

the arena a few sessions ago, she felt that she herself became a little tense from her horse’s

reaction.

After approximately 10 minutes of warm-up, I prepared Lena that I would start the music

and since her horse was a bit stiff and spooked I told her that we would go slow and stop if

she didn’t feel comfortable. I told her that we would start in walk, so she could feel that she

was in control. Lena and Hjördis walked in a circle around me and the setup and they started

out really stiff and tense. Lena did not notice any reaction on her horse from the music, but

the setup was still a bit scary. They walked at an average of 60 bpm, and walked for a long

time (almost 8 minutes) before Lena moved on.
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In the discussion Lena expressed a feeling of the music supporting her communication to

her horse by causing her to relax and helping her give her horse calming cues. The music

made her more aware of her own tension, helping her to work on this. She experienced that

Hjördis started the walk really stiff and ended much more supple as Lena found support in the

music. I asked her if she found support in the rhythm and tempo of the underlying beat, but

she said that she rather focused on the music as it was a very relaxing and enjoyable sound.

“I felt that the music was wonderful, and it made me calm. … I focused

on the calmness of the music (rather than the underlying rhythm), because

she (Hjördis) was a little ‘eeeh’ (tense and unwilling to cooperate) and I

decided that I would focus on the calmness, to calm myself down, and finally

she walked much more calmly too. … If I feel it (calmness), I will indirect

give this feeling to my horse.”

Lena and Hjördis then went on to tolt in a circle, and Hjördis showed a very trotty tolt at

102 bpm. They started to tolt around the arena instead and the tolt got better. The equipage

then tried to do a right canter around the arena, but Hjördis did not want this but rather

spooked as she came closer to the setup. Lena tried twice before changing the rein to ride in a

left canter. The left canter was better, and she rode in a circle around me and the setup

averaged 120 bpm. Lena expressed a feeling of surprise, as she experienced that the left

canter was better than it usually is. After the left canter, the right canter worked fine. She

ended the test with a trot in 100 bpm. The music was played for approximately 14 minutes

(see figure 25) and Lena had no trouble hearing the music while riding.

“She (Hjördis) has always had one side, she has always been weak on the

left side. She has barely been able to canter in a circle on the left rein. And

now it went damn better on the left rein. ... When she (Hjördis) became

wacky as I was going into the right canter … I decided to take the left canter,

and then she cantered on the left rein and that felt really good.”
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Figure 25: Raw tempo data of Lena and Hjördis (top) and tempo data presented in Equilab (bottom) from the

testing session. The blue line (top) shows the duration of a stride. The straighter the line, the more consistent the

equipage is in their tempo.

In tolt, trot and canter - Lena found no support. She said that there is so much else to focus

on (bending, collecting, aiding, giving cues and so on) that it was hard for her to listen and

emerge with the music. In walk, which is a much slower gait, she could find the time to listen

to the music. Lena even asked to listen to the tolt music once again, as she could not

remember the sound of it at all. She recognized the music and remembered the feeling that

she wanted something with more power, as Hjördis sometimes have a trotty tolt and need

more energy to get a correct rhythm.

No clear pattern of the equipage having a more consistent tempo was found. A big reason

for this is because of the difficulties of measuring the tempo due to the many spikes found in

the collection of data, indicating that the duration of a stride is inaccurate in the data

registration (see figure 26).
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Figure 26: Raw tempo data of a tolt segment with Lena and Hjördis, without music (left) and with music

(right). The straighter the line, the more consistent the equipage is in their tempo.

4.3.4 Sabrina and Mercurio

Sabrina has an Andalusian gelding (three-gaited) named Mercurio. She fell off and hurt

herself early in the process of educating him, and has since then focused on stabilizing

Mercurio as he is a very reactive horse. Right now she is focusing on walk and trot to find a

solid base before starting to work in canter, although her co-riders do ride in canter on him.

Mercurio has a correct rhythm in trot and walk, but he sometimes lacks the self-driven energy

in trot to keep the gait going, leading to him losing the rhythm and falling into a walk.

Sabrina is a dancer and is therefor very used to moving with music. She has been listening

to music on and off while riding, but never with a purpose of finding support but rather for

enjoyment. Sabrina is also a user of Equilab, and we were not familiar to each other prior to

the testing.

First session

Since Sabrina is a prior user to Equilab, I had the opportunity to analyze multiple sessions

(see figure 27). Similar to what I saw in the data from Lena and Hjördis, some of Sabrina and

Mercurios tempo data is full of “spikes” - making it hard for me to determine if the equipage

is consistent in their tempo or not. They do have moments with more stable data, and I have

focused on analyzing these segments (see example in figure 28).
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Figure 27: Tempo data of Sabrina and Mercurio presented in Equilab. Four sessions from A = top left and D

= bottom right.

Figure 28: Tempo data of Sabrina and Mercurio presented in Equilab, close up on a stable segment of trot

from session A.

Sabrina mentioned that Equilab often tracks her trot as a walk, as they sometimes trot in a

very slow tempo and with small movements. If the tempo shows a rapid change but Equilab

has registered the gait to be the same, it may be because of faulty gait detection (see example

in figure 29).
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Figure 29: Tempo data of Sabrina and Mercurio presented in Equilab, a rapid tempo change is visible but the

gait is registered to be the same. This may indicate that Equilab has detected the gait wrong.

Second session and discussion

Sabrina was offered to listen to the music via headphones or speakers, and she chose to

listen via her headphones. As I had some trouble with the technology last time when Amilia

listened via headphones, I decided to try a new way of presenting the music. I created an

online meeting on Google Meets, invited Sabrina and then played the music as a

“presentation”. Sabrina was then able to use her own phone, and I could listen to the music as

well.

Sabrina and Mercurio did a warm-up in walk and trot for about 10 minutes. During the

warm-up, I manually counted their tempo using the BPM Tap application (Ignace, 2015).

Their tempo in walk ranged from 40 to 50 bpm, with an average of 44 bpm. Their tempo in

trot ranged from 70 to 78 bpm, with an average of 73 bpm. Sabrina commented that Mercurio

felt very nice to ride on this day.

They started out the test in walk, but after a couple of seconds they came up to a trot.

Sabrina later said in the discussion that she felt that the rhythm was faster than she

anticipated, and she thought that it was the trot music. When she came down to a walk

another time and I played the music again, she recognized the four-beat and realized that it

was not a fast rhythm but rather a very clear four-beat, something that she did not expect. I

continued to measure the tempo of the equipage throughout the session to make sure I played

the music at the right tempo.

Sabrina did not comment or express anything related to the music during the testing, but as

I was listening to the music myself - I could see that Sabrina and Mercurio often fell into
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synchronization with the music. Sabrina, just like Amilia did, used her voice a lot to praise

her horse. She, unlike Amilia, continued doing this throughout the session. As they

synchronized with the music, Sabrina always verbally praised Mercurio.

The music played for about 15 minutes, and Sabrina ended the session shortly after (see

figure 30). While looking at the data after the session, Equilab has detected that Sabrina and

Mercurio worked on transitions between walk and trot between 21:48-29:10, ranging from a

walk in 48 bpm to a trot in 73 bpm (excluding the “spikes”). In reality, the equipage did a

constant segment of trot with little to no walk involved. This segment, due to the data being

incorrect, will not be included in examining the tempo.

Equilab has also detected their tempo in walk to range between 48-60 bpm with an average

of 54 bpm, a difference of 10 bpm from my manual counting throughout the session where

the range was shown to be between 40-50 bpm with an average of 44 bpm. This is probably

because the equipage does such small movements in walk that it is impossible for Equilab to

measure the tempo, and a “normal” average tempo in walk is presented instead. Given this

fact, it is not possible to determine whether the equipage had a more consistent tempo with

the music in walk.

Figure 30: Raw tempo data of Sabrina and Mercurio (below) and tempo data presented in Equilab (next

page) from the testing session. The blue line (below) shows the duration of a stride. The straighter the line, the

more consistent the equipage is in their tempo.
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In the discussion after the session, Sabrina expressed having a very positive experience.

She found great support in the music, especially in trot where Mercurio sometimes lack

energy. She felt that the external rhythm and tempo made her much more aware of her

somatic communication, making her work even harder to be consistent in their tempo and

keep a correct rhythm.

“He (Mercurio) has a tendency, when he finds something to be boring,

that he slows down. And you do not want to push him too hard, because then

it might be a catapult-reaction where he flies off and lose himself. And

therefore I had to gently push him and work very hard myself to get him

forward (to follow the external tempo), but at the same time he worked very

nicely. … As the rhythm (of the music) was very clear, and could not be

missed, it was easier to have the horse keep a correct rhythm. It is easier to

aid the horse in a correct rhythm, when you are also able to keep the rhythm

yourself.”

Furthermore, she felt that the music suited her and Mercurio well and was a good

representation of what they are working on.

“With the form we had today, it (the music) felt good. Not too much, not

too little. I could push myself and the horse towards keeping the tempo, but

it was not too much and causing a mental overload.”
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Sabrina also said that the external rhythm and tempo did not take over the experience of

riding, but rather emerged with them to create a unified experience. She did not feel that the

music followed them, but found the tempo to be suited enough for her to find support in

following the music.

“It is hard to explain. When I am dancing, I become one with the rhythm

(of the music), if you know what I mean? And it felt like that, but also

including the horse.”

No clear pattern of the equipage having a more consistent tempo with the music was

detected. For example, in the first segment of trot (without music) and the third segment of

trot (with music) where no difference is visible (see figure 31).

Figure 31: Raw tempo data of a trot segment with Sabrina and Mercurio, without music (left) and with music

(right). The straighter the line, the more consistent the equipage is in their tempo.

4.4 Qualities of Somaesthetic Appreciation Design

Before turning to discuss the results, I wanted to validate the concept by grounding my

concept in the qualities of Somaesthetic Appreciation Design (Höök et al., 2016) and further

ground the qualities in research and user experiences. This validation has been active

throughout the design process as it has been an iterative process of learning and doing. Given

the fact that I am working with the combination of somas, something that has not yet been
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designed for using Somaesthetic Appreciation Design - I was not sure if the method would

suit my concept or not. I am working on raising the riders awareness, meaning that I provide

interaction for the rider to gain awareness of the equipage (the combination of somas). The

horse is not involved in the digital interaction with the concept, but is highly involved in the

social interaction with the user. More on this topic will be discussed in chapter 5.1 Method

discussion.

The validation made here is just to sum up the design process and make sure that my

concept is a Somaesthetic Appreciation Design, as well as it is grounded in theoretical

research and in practical user experiences. With inspiration from Höök et al. (2016) I will do

this by going through the qualities and answering questions of how the quality is manifested

and grounded. Due to the fact that this is more of a summarization, I will keep the answers

short.

4.4.1 Subtle Guidance

How is it manifested in the design?

Subtle Guidance is manifested in the design by an auditory stimulation that will guide the

rider towards a more consistent tempo and a correct rhythm. If the equipage is moving in a

trot (two-beated) ranging between 85 and 87 bpm, the auditory stimulation will guide the

equipage towards a trot (two-beated) at an average tempo between these two variables. The

auditory stimulation will also make the rider more aware of their rhythm and tempo,

hopefully guiding the rider to turn inwards and reflect on their communication to their horse.

How is it grounded in research?

A consistent tempo and a correct rhythm is desirable in the objective view of horse riding

as a sport (FEIF, 2020; Equestrian Australia, 2014; USDF, 2018). When we ride on a horse

we set the horse out of its natural balance (controlling rhythm and tempo), and we need to yet

again find the balance as an equipage (Game, 2001). Music makes us move and support our

sensorimotor synchronization (our coordination to an external rhythm) (eBurger, 2013;

Johnson et al., 2020), which could lead to a rider giving the horse rhythmic or tempo-based

cues (Bregman et al., 2012). Playing a correct rhythm and a consistent tempo based on the

horse’s natural tempi could support the rider to guide the horse towards the desirable - a

correct rhythm and a consistent tempo.
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How is it grounded in the user’s experiences?

An example of a rider finding support in the subtle guidance was found in the testing of

Amilia and Porthoz. Porthoz tend to get pacey in walk and especially when they practice

more advanced movements. Amilia and Porthoz performed turns on the haunches, a

movement that usually triggers Porthoz’s pacey walk. Amilia found support in the music, who

subtly guided them towards a more correct rhythm (in her experience).

Another example is with Matilda and Laufi, who struggle with a trotty tolt. Matilda found

great support in the music who (in her experience) guided them towards a more correct

rhythm.

4.4.2 Making Space

How is it manifested in the design?

This is one of the qualities where I needed to have another stance compared to other

Somaesthetic Appreciation Designs. Unlike the Breathing Light, The Sarka mat, The slow

floor etc. which are all designs where you actively seek a somatic experience when using the

design, my design is applied to an activity that in itself could be considered a somatic

experience. Kristina Höök even called it the ultimate somatic experience (Höök, 2010). When

you are riding a horse, you are already in a place where you shut out the outside world. My

concept rather focuses on interrupting habits of riding while not interfering with the

experience of riding, by making the rider focus and reflect on his/her communication with the

horse.

How is it grounded in research?

Harmony while riding is achieved through teamwork between the horse and the rider, and

when harmony is achieved we will feel a “centaur” feeling of being one with the horse (Kroll,

2019). As the different creatures does not speak the same language - the communication is

somatic. The rider’s mission is to learn how to use his/her body in order to direct the horse

(Kroll, 2019, Höök, 2010; Game, 2001). The interaction should provide a space for reflection

and interrupt habits (Höök et al., 2016), and this concept does this by amplifying one of the

basics in dressage (Equestrian Australia, 2014), making the rider reflect over and find support

in his/her somatic communication with the horse. Music has a rewarding and pleasurable

nature and may also be a useful tool for social bonding (Koelsch, 2020), and to reflect over
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and be supported in the somatic communication will hopefully support the rider’s will of

changing to achieve a centaur feeling (Kroll, 2019).

How is it grounded in the user’s experiences?

One example is Matilda’s reaction as she first synchronized with the music in trot, where

she described the feeling of being one with the horse. She felt that she could relax her

communication and let go of the details and the meticulous, and instead have a more

harmonic and holistic experience. Amilia and Porthoz had a similar experience in walk, where

the music had helped them perform a movement which they normally struggle with by

providing a clear rhythm which Amilia could find support in. Another example is with Lena

and Hjördis, where Hjördis was very stiff and spooked in the beginning of the testing. Lena

found a calming support in the music, helping her to provide calming cues to Hjördis.

This could be a sign that the design has an ability to support and heighten an already

somatic experience by causing the riders to reflect on their somatic communication habits

while riding.

4.4.3 Intimate Correspondence

How is it manifested in the design?

The intimate correspondence is seen in the auditory stimulation in the form of music

following the rhythm and tempo of the equipage. Each gait has a different melody, and the

melody is matched to fit the unique tempo of each horse. The feedback should be in total

synchronization with the equipage, but due to the manual adaptation of the technology as this

has been very early tests - the music fell on and off synchronization.

How is it grounded in  research?

By providing auditory stimulation that will integrate with the tactile feel of rhythm and

tempo, we might end up with multisensory integration where the two senses (tactile feel and

auditory sense) work together to form audiotactile integration to present a unified input

(Holmes & Spence, 2005; Sidney, 2008; Ripp et al., 2018). By providing audiotactile

integration we further support the human sensorimotor synchronization (Johnson et al., 2020;

Wing, Doumas & Welchman, 2009). As the rider is supposed to direct and adjust the horse’s
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movements (Chamberlain, 2019), being in synchronization with the music might support the

rider’s ability to ride the horse in a consistent tempo and a correct rhythm.

How is it grounded in the user’s experiences?

It was very clear when the music did not synchronize or did not match the riders will, as

the riders either called it a disturbance or didn’t acknowledge the music at all. Amilia and

Lena both had rather long moments where they did not seek support in the external rhythm

and beat and where did not acknowledge the music nor found it disturbing. Amilia and

Matilda both expressed a disturbance with the music at moments when they actively sought

support in the music, but the music was off synchronization and instead created a stressful

feeling of trying to force a tempo that was unnatural to them.

4.4.4 Articulating Experience

How is it manifested in the design?

As this has been an early exploration of using auditory stimuli whilst riding, the

articulation of user experiences has mainly been in the choice of music as well as in the

opportunity of externalizing felt experiences by verbally expressing yourself after the testing

session. The melodies have been chosen due to their feeling of being relaxing - a mood that

are often considered to be positive, which might enhance positive feelings whilst riding. By

providing music that is meant to affect the lived experience, the riders are indirectly asked to

feel a specific way. By providing the opportunity for the riders to verbally express

themselves, I once again ask the riders to reflect and think about their felt experience.

How is it grounded in research?

When we self-track we get an insight into the patterns of the self to obtain self-knowledge

in order to reflect and gain awareness of ourselves (Trace & Zhang, 2019; Li, Dey & Forlizzi,

2010; Li, Dey & Forlizzi, 2011). It helps us manage aspects that we find problematic (Lupton,

2019). This concept could be viewed as a self-tracker that provides the rider with real-time

information of the equipage, and it demands the rider to reflect and act on the felt experience.

As Höök says (p. 8, 2010), the rider needs to create a lived experience with the horse in order

to feel the centaur, and this concept is meant to support the creation and reflection of a lived

experience.
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How is it grounded in the user’s experiences?

It was made clear that the relaxing feeling of the music was not always desirable. Lena

wished for a more powerful music in tolt, and Amilia wished for a more powerful music in

trot. Neither of them found support in the music in the gaits that the mood of the melody did

not suit them. Sabrina and Matilda felt that the music represented and suited them as an

equipage well, and they both sought support in the music in all ridden gaits.

The participants all seemed to enjoy talking about their experiences after testing as it made

them think on what they actually felt, and further reflect on how they use their bodies as a tool

for communication whilst riding.
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5   Discussion
This study has explored the possibilities of using auditory stimulation to raise the somatic

awareness of horse riders. The study has been guided by using Somaesthetic Appreciation

Design as a method and the question that is to be answered is: How can audio be designed to

raise the somatic awareness of horse riders while riding?

In this chapter I will discuss my result and I will split this discussion into three parts. In the

first part I will focus my suggestion of Centaur Somaesthetics, the second part will be about

my concept as well as my design “Hear the Centaur”, and in the third part I will discuss the

results of testing my design against others. Lastly, I will state my suggestions for further

research.

5.1 Centaur Somaesthetics

This whole process started with the questioning of Somaesthetics. The idea of raising self

awareness to improve and understand oneself (Shusterman, 1999) is a beautiful idea, but how

does this translate in the somatic experience with another being? How can the mind and the

body alone form a unit, when the self should be forgotten? How can the improvement and

understanding of oneself lay in the arms of one's soma, when this soma is depending on the

relation and communication to another?

Delfa et al. (2020) describe Somaesthetics within HCI as improving the quality of a user’s

life by designing ways to appreciate bodily and sensorial experiences. I would argue that the

quality of a user’s life does not lay solely in the intimate experiences of the self, but often

include others who will affect our experiences. So why does Somaethetics in HCI focus

mainly on intimate experiences with the self? (Feltham et al., 2013; Bergström & Jonsson,

2016; Höök et al, 2016) Sometimes the self is just a piece of the puzzle, and the extension of

one’s soma is not enough - because your soma is not alone in the creation of an experience.

Sometimes the intimate experience is between two beings in relation, and forcing you to turn

inwards in order to understand and improve this relation. Sometimes awareness of the self is

depending on seeing the other being - just like Höök (2010) said.
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“You have to recognize the otherness and difference in the horse and create a

lived experience together. You have to forget about your own human self and

instead create a centaur self - consisting of two agents acting together.”

- Höök 2010, p. 8

When we engage in an act with another, we cannot focus solely on ourselves. What would

a tango look like, if a dancer only focused on their own feet, their own movement and their

own expression? I recommend everyone to watch a video of a dance such as tango. It is not a

performance of two dancers, but rather a performance of two somas unitizing. We see the

teamwork of two somas making, taking and giving space to each other through their somatic

communication while dancing.

In a sport such as equestrianism, the communication between horse and rider is somatic

and based on tactile feel. From the way you hold your hands, to where your eyes are looking -

all of which affect your body, and ultimately affect your communication to the horse. In order

to take control of this communication, the rider needs to be somatic aware of his or her body.

If we do not realize what our bodies are already saying, we will not be able to use our bodies

to say what we want.

I argue for a gap in Somaesthetics and has suggested a new dimension called Centaur

Somaesthetics. This dimension focuses on the combination of somas, how somatic awareness

of the self affects the communication between two beings and how giving, making and taking

space in a relation will support one to understand and improve the centaur.

This argument is based on my autobiographical inquiry as an equestrian as well as my

research on Somaesthetics and Equestrianism. Given the fact that my suggestion of a new

dimension is not further tested or discussed with other researchers within Somaesthetics, it is

important to be aware that this is, so far, just a suggestion and it clearly needs more research.

5.2 Hear the Centaur

The resulting design of this study is a design that I have chosen to name Hear the Centaur,

and it has derived from the concept of tempo-flexible and rhythm-adaptive music based on

motion data. It is the design that will answer the question “How can audio be designed to

raise the somatic awareness of horse riders while riding?”. Hear the Centaur is a design of

four tempo-flexible and rhythm-adapted musical tracks. The music is with a relaxing mood
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along with an auditory representation of a horse’s footfall as an underlying rhythm. Hear the

centaur is meant to support the rider’s communication to their horse by raising somatic

awareness of their horse’s natural tempi and the correct rhythm of the ridden gait.

5.2.1 Using myself as an asset

The creation and exploration of the concept is influenced by my own autobiographical

inquiry. I see myself as a designer, a researcher and a user and it has truly been a “Research

through Design” process (Frayling, 1993) where I have gained knowledge by the act of

making. The exploration of problems and solutions have all been tested and experienced by

myself in the environment that the concept is meant to be used.

The usage of oneself as an asset can be considered as problematic, as designers often get to

hear that we are not our users with people referring to the false-consensus effect first written

about by Ross, Green and House (1977). What people usually mean is that my experience as a

designer will not be the same as the experiences of my users, and I should therefore not

assume how my users will react to or understand my design. I agree with this - testing of a

design is crucial, but this does not mean that I cannot use myself as an asset while creating a

concept. I am an equestrian, just like my users, so why should I not create something that I

see myself using?

We cannot test everything against our users. Some things will always be based on our own

judgment, as Nelson and Stolterman wrote about in their book “The Design way” (2012).

Like my design of the underlying beat that is supposed to represent the tactile feel of riding in

the separate gaits. Here I used myself and my kinesthetic intelligence of knowing how a gait

feels whilst being ridden, as an asset to design an auditory stimulation which will represent

this feeling.

I also chose to work with auditory stimulation as I judged that other sensory stimulation

while riding would be harder to work with (like visual or tactile) and also include more

danger. We are “busy” while riding, and even though we concentrate a lot on our training - we

need to be aware of our surrounding environment. Providing visual stimuli could affect our

ability to steer the horse or prevent danger (like steering to a hole or not seeing other

animals). Providing tactile stimuli could lead to an argument with the communication

between the horse and the rider, meaning that the tactile stimulation made to be experienced

by the rider might also be experienced by the horse as an aid or a cue.
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Maybe I should call this my designer judgment, like Nelson and Stolterman does (2012),

but I don’t really define my judgment in this study to be solely based on me as a designer. As

stated before, this design is influenced on my autobiographical inquiry as a user, a researcher

and a designer and therefor my judgment is based on the teamwork between these. With my

user judgment I have chosen to work with auditory stimulation, because I know the dangers

of miscommunication, of being distracted and of using technology while riding. With my

research judgment I have chosen to work with Somaesthetic Appreciation Design, because I

believed that this was a method that would help to make my ideas flourish. And with my

designer judgment I have designed Hear the Centaur, because I believe that these musical

tracks would give a good representation of my concept.

5.2.2. The bridge between bodies

Although Höök et al. (2016) does not mention multisensory integration in their strong

concept Somaesthetic Appreciation Design, the “extension of the body” by providing intimate

correspondence of the body rhythm could be considered to be an attempt of integrating

several senses to create superadditivity (Holmes & Spencer, 2005) and ultimately enhancing

the experience of oneself. The feeling that the music sometimes felt “right” in the personal

and user testings, could be because of the auditory stimulation integrating with the tactile feel,

unifying the information and enhancing the felt experience of rhythm and tempo.

Höök et al. (2016) describes that the interaction in Somaesthetic Appreciation Design

should be similar to watching yourself in the mirror, where you are not really aware of the

mirror itself but are provided with a visual sense of yourself that is normally not available.

For example in the “Breathing Light” concept by Höök et al. (2016) where a lamp dims and

lights up in the rhythm of the user's breath. Here we could argue that this provides a visual

sense of breathing, giving the user a multisensory presentation and while synchronized - a

multisensory integration (Holmes & Spence, 2005; Sidney, 2008; Ripp et al., 2018) with,

hopefully, a superadditive experience (Holmes & Spence, 2005) that makes the user feel that

the sum of the visual and tactile sense is larger than the parts (the lamp and the user’s breath).

The mirror, or the extension of the body, is present in my concept too - but rather acts as a

bridge between bodies. The rhythm and tempo that is natural to the horse needs to be

supported by the rider in order to find balance together, and this concept helps the rider to be
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somatic aware of the communication she or he is providing to support the horse. My concept

is aiming at presenting data in real time but in a more “supporting” format. By today, Equilab

often does not provide any meaning to their data of you. It is simply presented, and you may

then reflect over the results by yourselves. For example; the tempo data is simply presented

almost in a raw format, with information of the tempo throughout the session displayed along

with what gaits that have been ridden. What this tempo data means, or what you should aim

for or look for while analyzing the data is not clear (see figure 32). Somatic awareness is

often a result of self-tracking (Lupton, 2019; Li, Dey & Forlizzi, 2011), by providing a chance

to see patterns of the self (Trace & Zhang, 2019) and to obtain self-knowledge (Li, Dey &

Forlizzi, 2010). But in order to understand and improve oneself, you will need to use your

own assessment (Mopas & Huybregts, 2020).

Figure 32. Typical tempo data displaying tempo and gait. Equilab also provides an average tempo in each

gait, but due to the spikes that often happen - the average tempo is rarely correct.

The rhythm of the auditory stimulation does not follow every single footfall and the tempo

is not based on every stride. If we were to aim for sonification (like in The Sarka mat by

Bergström and Jonsson (2016)) where one translate data into audio, this is what we would get.

The “supporting” format is based on your rhythm and tempo, to guide you towards what is

correct natural rhythm for the horse and support a consistent tempo, rather than completely

mirroring everything that you are doing. This support will subtly guide you, as to not

overwhelm you or give you orders.

No rider will say that he or she appreciates or wants an incorrect rhythm or an inconsistent

tempo, because these are signs that the equipage has not reached very far in their education. A
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correct rhythm and a consistent tempo is considered to be the first step in the sex step

educational scale of dressage (Equestrian Australia, 2014). My concept is aiming to provide

support in this first step to help the equipage climb upwards in the educational scale,

following the Somaesthetic way of raising awareness to further understand and improve

oneself (Shusterman, 1999), or in this case - the combined somas. When we are able to

understand and improve oneself through our awareness of what is, we are able to engage in

the arts of living a better life (Shusterman, 1999). Driving this theory to my concept - when

we are able to understand and improve the equipage through our awareness of what is, we are

able to engage in the art of feeling the centaur.

5.3 Involving others

I will need to state the two major obstacles that may have affected the results of testing the

design against others - the pandemic of Covid-19 (Folkhälsomyndigheten, 2021) as well as

the international outbreak of EHV-1 during spring 2021 (SVA, 2021). This has caused

troubles in the testing, as many participants needed to cancel their participation due to either

horses or humans showing symptoms of being sick. This means that the testing of the design

included fewer participants than originally planned. Due to recommendations on social

interaction for both horses and humans, the testing was also limited to me staying at a

distance from both the participants and their horses.

With that being said - the results were relatively similar for all four participants, indicating

that more participants might not have given another result but would rather validate the given

result even more.

5.3.1 Signs and patterns in testing

A pattern was found that when the participants actively sought support in the music - the

riders were either disturbed or helped. When the riders did not actively seek support in the

music, the riders did not pay any attention to the music and did not acknowledge if the rhythm

and tempo felt right or wrong. If the music was played in a correct rhythm and tempo and the

riders sought support, the riders found the music helping them become more aware of their

communication to their horse. If the riders sought support in the music, but the music was in a

rhythm and tempo that did not fit them - the riders expressed a feeling of being disturbed in

their experience of riding. This result further shows the importance of synchronization and

immediacy of an implicit interaction that Höök et al. (2016) writes about:
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“Here we note, perhaps not so surprisingly, that for such feedback to

support somaesthetic appreciation, immediacy and synchronization is key. It

relies on a correspondence relationship – and it needs to be constituted as

an implicit interaction – not explicitly engaging you in an active dialogue

where you have to actively reply to the system as most other interface do.”

- Höök et al. 2016, p. 6

When the music felt “wrong”, the riders either kept riding and tried to match the music, or

stopped and told me to adjust it. Neither of the actions are desirable as it either forces the rider

to focus and act on the external auditory stimulation of rhythm and tempo over their felt

experience of riding, or forces them to engage in an active dialogue with me who can adjust

the music.

When the music felt “right”, the awareness of the riders' communication to their horses

was expressed as heightened and the riders also found support in how to communicate to their

horses. The riders’ did not articulate anything using the term somatic awareness. This could

be to the fact that this is a term that is not commonly used, and many people do not know

what somatic actually means. The results of testing the design against others showed that all

participants expressed a feeling of support, as the music subtly guided them towards being

more aware of how they communicate to their horse. Given the fact that the communication

between horse and rider is somatic, a feeling of being supported and more aware of their

communication is considered to be a sign of a heightened somatic awareness.

Two of the participants (Matilda and Sabrina) mentioned a harmonic feeling of oneness,

and all the participants described the music (while synchronized) to carefully guide them. The

feeling of being guided was different for all participants, as they all sought support in what

seemed to be their issue. Amilia felt a feeling of being guided towards a correct rhythm in

walk, Lena felt a feeling of being guided towards relaxation in walk, Matilda felt a feeling of

being guided towards a correct rhythm in tolt and Sabrina felt a feeling of being guided

towards a consistent tempo in trot. This shows the individuality of a felt experience while

horse riding, and it therefore makes sense for the concept to focus on the basics (tempo and

rhythm) so that the rider can use it as a support whenever or however she or he pleases.
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No objective findings could validate this result. However, three of the participants also

expressed a feeling of sometimes being disturbed by or not paying attention to the music at

all. The result is that the design did affect the riders experience whilst riding, and there are

clear signs of the design helping the riders gain somatic awareness. It is not possible for me to

say that this is not a cause of empathy because of the riders’ will to please me or a case of the

“Clever Hans effect” (see chapter 5.3.2 Clever Hans Effect). Because of the clear signs of a

heightened somatic awareness that may be validated through objective results or a more

comprehensive study - I suggest further research (see chapter 5.4 Further research).

5.3.2 Clever Hans effect

The Clever Hans effect (De Sio & Marazia, 2014; Samhita & Gross, 2013) is relevant to

my study as it shows how sensitive horses are to cues, and even though we might not be

aware of our cues - our horses will act on them. This is also what Fitzroy et al. (2018) and

Bregman et al. (2012) has written about in their studies about horses’ synchronization music.

To avoid any cues that would affect the results, the handlers were not allowed to listen to the

same music as the horse.

This brings us to the question, how may we use this effect to our advantage while riding?

If we are aware of how easily we give away cues without our awareness, how can we direct

ourselves to give more positive cues. Positive is a very subjective word, but I would say that a

positive cue is a cue that helps the rider direct the horse towards his or her initial goal of

riding. This could be everything from simply having fun to competing in advanced dressage. I

chose to work with music, as music makes us move (eBurger et al., 2013) and there were

already studies who had indicated that music would affect our communication to the horse

(Fitzroy et al., 2018; Bregman et al., 2012). I also chose to work with music that would be

relaxing (Andersen; Cheek; Ever so Blue; Björk). As it is hard to investigate whether the

riders gave cues they were not aware of, it is not possible to say that this study showed any

Clever Hans effect (De Sio & Marazia, 2014; Samhita & Gross, 2013) within the equipage,

but the phenomenon is worth acknowledging in a study like this. The riders were aware of the

relaxing mood of the music, and three out of four participants found the relaxing mood to

calm them and their cues down. This was not always desirable, as two of the participants

wished for a more powerful mood in two separate gaits (Amilia in trot and Lena in tolt) in

order to have the music act as a support.
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Today, the Clever Hans effect is often referred to in research, as it is a cardinal sin that will

easily affect the results of research. It is when the researcher gives subtle cues without being

aware of them to direct or guide participants towards a specific result. Given the fact that I am

researching the topic of awareness (which the participants in this study are well aware of),

simply having them know this may be enough of a cue to make them more aware. This may

have affected the result, as I am trying to test the effect of the music and not the effect of me.

However, three of the participants also expressed a disturbance or a neutral feeling of the

music, even at times when the music was in complete synchronization to the equipage. I also

made sure to never myself mention any feelings or “help” them in their articulation of the

experience at all, and rather have the participant express their felt experience on their own.

This leads me to believe that any subtle cues of somatic awareness did not affect the results,

but there is no way for me to prove this. As of this, I suggest a more comprehensive study that

will further my research (see chapter 5.4 Further research).

If we were to test the design without telling the participants what the concept was, we

might have gotten a different result. And if I am allowed to guess, it would probably be much

harder to find equestrians who are willing to invite a stranger into their personal space to

participate in a study with no real explanation.

It would also be an ethical dilemma, considering that we are working with animals that

have no chance to express their consent to participate. As equestrians, we have the

responsibility to sometimes speak for our horses. If I am doing a study where I won’t tell the

participant what I am studying, is it okay for the participant to give consent from their horse?

As I was on site as an observer and to manually adapt the music, there was a chance that the

rider would avoid ending the session even though they would feel uncomfortable with their or

their horse’s participation. In order to support this ethical dilemma of giving consent from

another being, I chose to be honest with my research in the search of participants.

5.4 Further research

This study has opened up a lot of opportunities for further research, and my biggest

suggestion is to continue the exploration of Centaur Somaesthetics as a new dimension in

Somaesthetics. I believe that there is great potential for further research, not necessarily on

the horse-human relation but on the combination of somas overall. We see teamwork between

beings all the time, so how does one understand and improve oneself in symphony to the
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communication and relation we have to another? In sexual relations to other humans, in

heelwork with a dog or in dressage with a horse?

As for my concept “Hear the Centaur”, I believe that there is a big possibility to further the

idea and to do more comprehensive studies. I would love to see the creation of an automatic

version that would give more accuracy in tempo and maybe even more immediacy in playing

the music. This would open up the possibility for a more comprehensive study, as the

participants would be able to use the design without an observer and also be able to use the

design during a longer period of time. Because it would be very interesting to explore how the

rider is affected in the long term. Maybe we would see something similar to a

“more-than-human-sensorium” (Lupton & Maslen, 2018), where the music would provide an

embodied learning of rhythm and tempo and immediately have the rider feel any fault in the

rhythm or any inconsistency in the tempo? An automatic version would also avoid the Clever

Hans effect as it would be possible to conduct the study in a more subtle manner, as the rider

would most likely be more open to end their participation if there were no observer on site. I

also believe that it is very much possible to create a greater selection of music, to see if an

equipage is affected more or less if the rider is given the opportunity to adjust the music to his

or her liking.

A more comprehensive study could also dive deeper in the conflict on whether “Hear the

Centaur” would be considered an embodied element which would allow the rider to gain

awareness of the self, or a hindering of the experience of riding. None of the participants

articulated that the design was hindering or disturbing their experience, but it is a current

conflict in applying Somaesthetics to self-tracking application. This due to the fact that

self-tracking applications and the data that has been collected need processing in order to be

understood, and some people argue that this takes away the experience of the lived body

(Dijk, 2018).

Given the fact that I was not able to measure any objective data of the rhythm, it would

also be interesting to see if the equipage does achieve a more correct rhythm whilst riding to

tempo-flexible and rhythm-adapted music.
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6   Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to explore the possibilities of using auditory stimulation to

raise the somatic awareness of horse riders, guided by the research question: How can audio

be designed to raise the somatic awareness of horse riders while riding?

Using Somaesthetic Appreciation Design (Höök et al., 2016) as a method I have created a

design that will provide the riders with intimate correspondence, subtly guiding them to turn

their attention inwards, providing them with a space of reflection and giving them a chance to

articulate their experience. In the process of designing I have used my own autobiographical

inquiry as an equestrian, I have brainstormed before, after and during sessions of horse riding,

I have interacted with Equilab (Equestrian Insights, 2014) and its data as a material and I have

invited others to test my design.

The result of my study is the design of tempo-flexible and rhythm-adaptive music. The

design currently offers a selection of four tracks with different rhythms to match the four

basic gaits that is currently detected by Equilab (walk, trot, canter and tolt). All tracks are

tempo-flexible to fit the unique, natural tempi of different horses. The criteria of the music

was found in my own auditory exploration while designing the concept. These criteria include

that the music needs to be tempo-flexible as it should not sound stressed or delayed/slow with

tempo adjustments, the music may also not grab attention and the music should provide a

clear but subtle rhythm that will represent the footfalls of the horse.

By testing the resulting design against others, I state that tempo-flexible and

rhythm-adaptive music does affect the riders felt experience of riding. The experience of

auditory stimulation along with the tactile feel while riding was sensitive to fit three main

criteria: synchronization between auditory and tactile feeling of rhythm and tempo, the match

between internally felt and externally provided mood and the rider’s wish and need for

support. When at least one of these criteria were not met, the rider would either feel a

disturbance or did not acknowledge the music at all. When all the three main criteria were

met, signs of the music helping the riders to raise their somatic awareness was found. The

riders mainly expressed a feeling of support as the music helped them be more aware of their

communication to their horse. This was mainly expressed as the riders being able to calm

down their aids, being guided towards relaxation and/or better their rhythm and their
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consistency of tempo, all of which are signs of the riders becoming more somatic aware of

their bodies as a tool for communication to their horse.

No objective data was found to validate that the riders became more somatic aware with

the music, meaning that it is not possible to say that the articulation of a heightened somatic

awareness is not an example of the Clever Hans effect and the riders will to please me. As

three of the participants also expressed a disturbance to the music, it is safe to say that the

music did affect the participants felt experience while riding.

Because of the signs of a heightened somatic awareness that was found when the implicit

interaction between music and rider met all three criteria, I suggest this study to form the

basis for further research within the field.

My study has furthered the research in many fields. By questioning the Somaesthetic main

principle as described by Shusterman (1999; 2014) I suggest a new dimension called Centaur

Somaesthetics. This dimension would focus on the combination of two somas, where the

improvement and understanding of oneself is depending on the relation and communication to

another being. I want to emphasize that this is a suggestion and this topic needs more

research.

Somaesthetic has already been explored within in the design of technology and in line with

Shusterman’s self focus (1999; 2014), the design of technology surrounds the self of a user

(Delfa et al., 2020; Wu, Liao & Zhao, 2020; Höök et al., 2016; Bergström & Jonsson, 2016;

Feltham et al., 2013). By using the Somaesthetic appreciation Design method by Höök et al.

(2016), I have furthered the research of using the Somaesthetic principle in design of

technology into a somatic practice (horse riding) where the self of a user is just a piece of the

puzzle.

Furthermore, my study has continued the research of the “centaur feeling”, or the feeling

of becoming one with a horse, as described by Kroll (2019), Höök (2010), Game (2001) and

Smith (2015) by suggesting technology to help the rider to become aware of their

communication to their horse. This awareness derives from the original Clever Hans effect

(De Sio & Marazia, 2014; Samhita & Gross, 2013) which describe the interaction between

horse and handler to be very sensitive, and that the horse sometimes may act on cues which

the handler is not aware on. By guiding the rider towards correctness in rhythm while still
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supporting the natural tempo of the horse, the rider may find support in the external stimuli

and become more aware of how one may use the body as a tool for communication.

This study also continues the research of Fitzroy et al. (2018) and Bregman et al. (2012) as

they both claim that horses are sensitive to rhythmic and tempo-based cues, but no one has

continued to reflect on how this may be used as an advantage to support the improvement of

an equipage.
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